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Attorney for Defendant and Appellee 
IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
BOUNTHAY SAYSAVANH, 
PETITIONER AND APPELLEE, 
v. 
MEG MCGARY SAYSAVANH, 
RESPONDENT AND APPELLANT. 
OPENING BRIEF OF THE 
APPELLANT 
Case No. 20050803 
District Court No. 014904542 
APPEAL FROM THE FINAL ORDER OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
SALT LAKE DEPARTMENT 
JUDGE SANDRA PEULER 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to Section 78-2-2(3 )(j), Utah 
Code Ann. 1953, as amended. 
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This appeal is taken from a final judgment made by the Third Judicial District Court in and 
for Salt Lake County, State of Utah, wherein the trial court denied Respondent's Motion to Set Aside 
Default Decree of Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud. There is currently a pending Motion 
to Stay Proceedings filed by Respondent/Appellant before the trial court, whereupon no decision has 
yet been rendered. Furthermore, an evidentiary contempt hearing was held on February 23,2006, 
wherein Judge Sandra Peuler found Respondent/Appellant to be in contempt of a court order, and 
issued a $50,000.00 bench warrant on Respondent/Appellant. The findings of fact and conclusions 
of law have not yet been executed on this final order. There are no other parties before the trial court 
for adjudication at this time, and no other related or prior appeals have been filed in connection with 
this action. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF APPELLATE REVIEW 
Issue 1: Did the trial court err in ruling that the motion to set aside the default decree of 
divorce for lack of jurisdiction is denied? The ruling is review for correctness, without deference 
to the trial court. Maertz v. Maertz, 827 P.2d 259 (Utah App. 1992). 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: The standard of this appeal is a mixed question of law and 
fact. The trial court's decision to deny Respondent/Appellant's motion to set aside default decree 
of divorce for lack of jurisdiction is a question of law that the appeals court should review for 
correctness. See Cooke v. Cooke. 2001 UT App 110, citing: Classic Cabinets, Inc. v. All Am. Life 
Ins. Co.. 1999 UT App 88, f 9,978 P.2d 465. Before denying Respondent/Appellant's request to set 
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aside default decree of divorce for lack of jurisdiction, the trial court first had to determine that the 
Respondent/Appellant was served with process. This is a question of fact. See Cooke v. Cooke. 
2001 UT App 110, citing: Carnes v. Carnes. 668 P.2d 555, 557 (Utah 1983). The appeals court 
should overturn the trial court's findings of fact because they are "against the clear weight of the 
evidence, or if [we] otherwise reachf] a definite and firm conviction that a mistake has been made." 
State v. Walker, 743 P.2d 19L 193 (Utah 1987). 
Issue 2: Did the trial court err in ruling that the motion to set aside the default decree of 
divorce for fraud is denied? The ruling is reviewed for correctness, without deference to the trial 
court. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Fraud upon the court is defined differently in the context of 
divorce than in traditional fraud cases, which requires proof of several elements. Kelley v. Kelley 
2000 UT App. 236,9 P.3d 171, citing Pace v. Parrish. 122 Utah 141,144-45,247 P.2d 273,274-75 
(1952). The text of Rule 60(b) makes it clear that fraud upon the court determinations are made 
outside the bounds of Rule 60. The Rule states that it "does not limit the power of a court to 
entertain an independent a c t i o n . . . to set aside a judgment for fraud upon the court." 
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES 
UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE RULE 60(B) 
UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE RULE 60(B), provides in pertinent part as follows: 
(B) Mistakes; inadvertence; excusable neglect; newly discovered evidence; 
fraud, etc. On motion and upon such terms as are just the court may in the 
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furtherance of justice relieve a party or his legal representative from a final judgment, 
order, or proceeding for the following reasons: (1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, 
or excusable neglect; (2) newly discovered evidence which by due diligence could 
not have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); (3) fraud 
(whether hereto fore denominated intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation or other 
misconduct of an adverse party; (4) the judgment is void; (5) the judgment has been 
satisfied, release, or discharged, or prior judgment upon which it is based has been 
reversed or otherwise vacated, or it is no longer equitable that the judgment that the 
judgment should have prospective application; or (6) any other reason justifying 
relief from the operation of the judgment. The motion shall be made within a 
reasonable time and for reasons (1), (2), or (3), not more than 3 months after the 
judgment, order, or proceeding was entered or taken. A motion under this 
subdivision (b) does not affect the finality of a judgment or suspend its operation. 
This rule does not limit the power of a court to entertain an independent action to 
relieve a party from a judgment, order or proceeding or to set aside a judgment for 
fraud upon the court. The procedure for obtaining any relief from a judgment shall 
be by motion as prescribed in these rules or by an independent action. 
THE HAGUE SERVICE CONVENTION 
The Convention on Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil and 
Commercial Matters, Nov. 15, 1965,20 U.S.T. 361, T.I.A.S. No. 6638 
RULE 4(D)(3)(B)(III) OF THE UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 
(d) Method of Service. Unless waived in writing, service of the summons and complaint 
shall be by one of the following methods: 
(3) Service in a foreign country. Service in foreign country shall be made as 
follows: 
(B) If there is no internationally agreed means of service or the applicable 
international agreement allows other means of service, provide that service 
is reasonable calculated to give notice: 
(iii) unless prohibited by the law of the foreign country, by delivery 
to the individual personally of a copy of the summons and the 
complaint or by any form of mail requiring a signed receipt, to be 
addressed and dispatched by the clerk of the court to the party to be 
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served; or 
(C) By other means not prohibited by international agreement as may be 
directed by the court. 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
(A) Nature of the Case and Course of Proceedings Below 
This matter arises from a divorce and custody proceeding filed by Petitioner/Appellee in the 
Third Judicial District Court on October 2,2001. At that time, Petitioner/Appellee filed an Ex Parte 
Motion for Temporary Orders, which was subsequently denied by Judge Peuler because of the lack 
of proof of paternity. In October 2003, Petitioner/Appellee filed an Amended Petition for Divorce 
and Motion for Order to Show Cause. Immediately thereafter followed by a Motion for Order 
Allowing Alternative Service and an Affidavit of Bounthay Saysavanh in Support of Motion for 
Alternative Service. The trial court granted the Motion for Alternative Service. 
The court mailed the documents to Respondent/Appellant in Mexico on November 10,2003 
to an address that she no longer resided at and Respondent/Appellant never received the documents, 
therefore, never received notice of the upcoming hearing set for December 12, 2003. 
Respondent/Appellant was never served with process and the trial court lacks personal jurisdiction. 
The original petition for divorce filed with court in October 2001, was filed with a Motion 
for Temporary Orders. The temporary orders were denied because paternity had not been established 
and the parties were not married at the time the minor child was bom. The amended petition for 
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divorce was filed with a birth certificate that had Petitioner/Appellee's name on it. This birth 
certificate was amended while Respondent/Appellant was living in Mexico and 
Respondent/Appellant did not sign the declaration of paternity. Petitioner/Appellee obtained the 
birth certificate through fraudulent means and has thereby defrauded the court in an attempt to 
establish paternity and obtain custody of the minor child without due process. 
Oral arguments were held on Respondent/Appellant's Motion to Set Aside Default Decree 
of Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud and the order denying Respondent/Appellant's motion 
was signed on August 15,2005. This appeal timely followed. 
(B) Statement of Facts 
1. In February 2001, the parties of the above-mentioned matter separated and the 
Respondent/Appellant moved to Mexico. 
2. On October 2, 2001, Petitioner/Appellee executed and mailed a notarized Joint 
Motion and Stipulation for Temporary Orders to Respondent/Appellant in an attempt to negotiate 
paternity and visitation. See Joint Motion and Stipulation for Temporary Orders attached hereto 
as Exhibit "A". 
3. On October 8, 2001, Petitioner/Appellee filed an Ex Parte Motion for Temporary 
Restraining Order and Order to Show Cause. This was only six days after notarizing the Joint 
Motion and Stipulation for Temporary Orders that he had been offering to Respondent/Appellant. 
4. On October 8, 2001, Judge Sandra Peuler denied Petitioner/Appellee's Ex Parte 
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Motion for Restraining Order and Order to Show Cause because the child was not bom during the 
marriage and paternity had not been established. See unsigned order attached hereto as Exhibit "B". 
5. When Respondent/Appellant received the minor child for her six (6) month visitation 
in 2003, it was discovered that there was an allegation of sexual abuse of the minor child in the home 
of Petitioner/Appellee. 
6. Respondent/Appellant confronted Petitioner/Appellee about the allegations and he 
refused to acknowledge the possibility, therefore, in the best interest of the child, 
Respondent/Appellant kept the minor child in Mexico to prevent further possible abuse. 
7. On or about October 24, 2003, Petitioner/Appellee filed an Amended Petition for 
Divorce and a Motion for an Order to Show Cause. 
8. On or about November 5, 2003, Petitioner/Appellee filed a Motion for Order 
Allowing Alternative Service pursuant to Rule 4(d)(3)(B)(iii) of the UTAH RULES OF CIVIL 
PROCEDURE. The Order was signed by Judge Peuler on that same day. No other type of service of 
the Amended Petition for Divorce and Motion for Order to Show Cause was attempted, in particular, 
the Hague Service Convention was not utilized as required. 
9. The Amended Verified Petition for Divorce, Summons, Motion for Order to Show 
Cause and Order to Show Cause were mailed to the following address: 15th Avenue, ESQ 14 VIS 
Dept C-14, Villas Del Carmen Playa Del Carmen, 77509, on November 10,2003. A Certificate of 
Mailing was filed with the Court on November 7,2003, and the document reflects a mailing date of 
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November 10, 2003. Respondent/Appellant did not live at this address and never received any of 
the aforementioned documents. 
10. Without the knowledge of Respondent/Appellant, a Motion hearing took place on 
December 12,2003, in front of Commissioner Bradford. Petitioner/Appellee was present, along with 
his attorney of record, Martin Olsen. The Commissioner granted Petitioner/Appellee's Motion at 
this hearing. 
11. It was not until December 17, 2003 - five days after the hearing - that the court 
received a return receipt for Certified Mailing from Mexico, which was unsigned. It was not signed 
by Respondent/Appellant because she did not receive any documents. Respondent/Appellant no 
longer lived at the address that the documents were mailed to by the court and never signed the 
returned receipt. See unsigned returned receipt attached as Exhibit "C". 
12. On December 22,2003, the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order on 
Order to Show Cause was filed. 
13. On February 19, 2004, a Default Decree of Divorce was signed by Judge Peuler. 
Again, Respondent/Appellant had no knowledge of the default. 
14. Respondent/Appellant became aware of the default after she was notified, by her 
father, that the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"), in January 2005, were investigating the 
removal of the child from the United States. Respondent/Appellant immediately obtained counsel 
and counsel met with the FBI and the U.S. Attorney's office on January 13, 2005, wherein, it was 
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agreed to allow counsel for Respondent/Appellant to proceed in civil court with regard to this default 
before addressing the issue of criminal charges. 
15. On or about February 7, 2005, counsel for Respondent/Appellant was notified by 
attorney Kenneth Brown that the FBI was not going to indict her on criminal charges. 
16. On or about February 17, 2005, counsel for Respondent/Appellant obtained the 
records from the Office of Vital Records and Statistics, which contained the amendment for the birth 
certificate, wherein, Petitioner/Appellee was added as the father of Shea. See records for the Office 
of Vital Records and Statistics attached hereto as Exhibit "D". These documents were never signed 
by Respondent/Appellant, the signature is not that of Respondent/Appellant's, and she has no 
knowledge of whom signed them. The address reflecting on the documents for 
Respondent/Appellant is that of Petitioner/Appellees, although by Petitioner/Appellee's own 
admission in his affidavit, she did not live here, she lived in Mexico. Finally, Respondent/Appellant 
has a witness that Petitioner/Appellee actually confessed to obtaining the forged document to 
establish paternity. This witness, Cory Kaggie, testified at the hearing held on February 23, 2006. 
See Affidavit of Meg McGary Saysavanh attached hereto as Exhibit "E". 
17. On March 4,2005, Respondent/Appellant filed a Motion to Set Aside Default Decree 
of Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud along with a Memorandum in Support of Motion to 
Set Aside Default Decree of Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud (oral arguments requested). 
18. On March 25,2006, Petitioner/Appellee filed a Verified Reply to Memorandum in 
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Support of Motion to Set Aside Default Decree of Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud (oral 
arguments requested). 
19. On April 28, 2006, Respondent/Appellant filed its final Reply Memorandum to 
Petitioner's Verified Reply to Memorandum in Support of Motion to Set Aside Default Decree of 
Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud. 
20. On July 27,2006, oral arguments were held on Respondent/Appellant's motion and 
her motion to set aside default decree of divorce was denied. 
21. On August 15,2006, the final order denying Respondent/Appellant's motion to set 
aside default decree of divorce was signed by Judge Peuler. 
22. Respondent/Appellant filed a Notice of Appeal on September 12,2006. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
Respondent/Appellant's position in this case is as follows: she has never been served with 
process, therefore this court lacks personal jurisdiction. Furthermore, Respondent/Appellant 
maintains that Petitioner/Appellee has defrauded the court to obtain the default decree by 
establishing paternity through a birth certificate altered illegally. 
With respect to service of process, Petitioner/Appellee failed to follow the simple rules 
established first internationally through the Hague Service Convention, prior to requesting an 
alternative form of service. Not once did Petitioner/Appellee attempt to serve the documents on 
Respondent/Appellant through the proper authorities prior to requesting alternative service. 
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Specifically, Petitioner/Appellee should have used the Hague Service Convention prior to the entry 
of default, to serve Respondent/Appellant personally. By proper use of this international treaty, 
Petitioner/Appellee would have been able to show a reasonable attempt to serve 
Respondent/Appellant with process. Petitioner/Appellee failed to serve Respondent/Appellant and 
asked the trial court to grant him alternative service through the Rule 4(d)(3)(B)(iii) of the UTAH 
RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. The very rule itself is an "alternate" rule and was improperly granted 
by the trial court. It should be used as an alternative to other forms of service and only in the event 
that there is no other international means for service. The lack of attempt at service in this matter 
was with complete disregard for Respondent/Appellant's due process. 
From day one, Petitioner/Appellee has attempted to manipulate this situation in his favor. 
While submitting a joint motion and stipulation to Respondent/Appellant in Mexico for hopes of 
equal visitation, he was filing an ex parte motion for temporary restraining order with the court in 
Utah. Petitioner/Appellee was also well aware of the fact that he would be unable to obtain any kind 
of an order granting him custody until such time that paternity could be established. This was proven 
early on in the denial by Judge Peuler to sign Petitioner/Appellee's ex parte motion for restraining 
order. Yet, coincidentally, Petitioner/Appellee is able to obtain Respondent/Appellant's signature 
on a declaration of paternity to amend the birth certificate to add his name, all this taking place while 
Respondent/Appellant is living in Mexico. Paternity was established through the court solely on this 
document which was obtained through fraudulent means. The court has been misled for the sole 
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purpose of granting an order of custody to the Petitioner through fraudulent means. 
Respondent/Appellant contends that the default decree of divorce can only be attributed to 
the erroneous and ineffective service of process and/or fraudulent documentation to establish 
paternity and, as a result, the trial court abused its discretion when it denied Respondent/Appellant's 
Motion to Set Aside Default Decree of Divorce for Lack of Jurisdiction and Fraud. 
ARGUMENTS 
I. PERSONAL JURISDICTION OVER RESPONDENT/APPELLANT IS LACKING IN THE ABOVE-
ENTITLED DIVORCE ACTION BECAUSE RESPONDENT/APPELLANT HAS NOT BEEN 
PROPERLY SERVED WITH PROCESS. 
Since Respondent/Appellant was not served with process, the trial court lacks jurisdiction 
as a matter of law to enter the default decree of divorce. See Garcia v. Garcia. 712 P.2d 288, 290 
(Utah 1986). The evidence does not support the finding that Respondent/Appellant was served with 
process. In support of this position, Respondent/Appellant quotes Murphy Bros., Inc. v. Michetti 
Pipe Stringing, Inc.,: "In the absence of service of process . . . a court may not exercise power 
over a party the complaint names as defendant." 526 U.S. 344, 350, 119 S.Ct. 1322, 143 L.Ed.2d 
448 (1999), citing Chen v. Stewart, 2004 tJT 82,100 P.3d 1177, f 66. Respondent/Appellant never 
waived her right to service and due process of law and should be afforded the opportunity to present 
her case in a court that has proper jurisdiction. Petitioner/Appellee in this matter filed an Amended 
Petition for Divorce on October 24,2003. On this same day, Petitioner/Appellee filed a Motion for 
Order to Show Cause. On November 5, 2003, Petitioner/Appellee then filed a Motion for Order 
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Allowing Alternative Service Pursuant to Rule 4(d)(3)(B)(iii) of the UTAH RULES OF CrviL 
PROCEDURE along with his Affidavit in Support of Motion for Alternative Service. UTAH RULES OF 
CIVIL PROCEDURE 4(d)(3)(B)(iii) provides the following means of service: 
(3) Service in a foreign country. Service in a foreign country shall be made as follows: 
(B) if there is no internationally agreed means of service of the applicable 
international agreement allows other means of service, provided that service is 
reasonably calculated to give notice: 
(iii) unless prohibited by the law of a foreign country, by delivery to the 
individual personally of a copy of the summons and the complaint or by 
any form of mail, requiring a signed receipt, to be addressed and dispatched 
by the clerk of the court to the party to be served. 
(Bold Added) 
The court mailed to Respondent/Appellant by registered mail, return receipt requested, copies 
of the Summons, Amended Verified Complaint for Divorce, Motion for Order to Show Cause, and 
Order to Show Cause to the following address: 15th Avenue, ESQ 14 VIS Dept C-4, Villas Del 
Carmen Playa Del Carmen, 77509. The Certificate of Mailing states that these documents were 
mailed by the court on November 10, 2003. This was the only step taken to serve 
Respondent/Appellant with process. Respondent/Appellant now counters that service was invalid 
for the reasons listed heretofore and hereafter. First, Respondent/Appellant asserts that international 
treaties to which the United States is a signatory provide that service of process must be 
accomplished in a manner governed by the treaties. RespondenftAppellant now sites one such treaty, 
the Hague Service Convention. The United States and Mexico are signatory nations to this treaty. 
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The Hague Service Convention requires that service be performed according to its terms whenever 
service of process is issued from one signatory nation to a resident within another signatory nation. 
See VolkswagenwerkAG. v. Schlunk. 486 U.S. 694, 699,108 S.Ct. 2104, 2108, 100 L.Ed.2d 722 
(1988). "The [Hague] Convention preempts inconsistent methods of service prescribed by state law 
in all cases to which it applies." Id. The Hague Convention requires each "contracting state" to 
designate a central authority to receive and process requests for service coming from "other 
contracting States." See Hague Convention, art. 2. Service was not properly effected and the court 
is without jurisdiction and "a default judgment must be unconditionally vacated". (Citibank v. 
Keller. 133 A.D.2d 63, 64-65; see, Demartino v. Revera. 148 A.D.2d 568, 569). 
Pursuant to UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 4(d)(3)(B), the alternative service of process 
granted to Petitioner/Appellee is only allowable "if there is no internationally agreed upon means 
of service." In the instant case, there is an internationally agreed upon means of service, the Hague 
Service Convention. To effectuate service of process properly, the Office of International Judicial 
Assistance, Civil Division, should have been contacted and a request submitted on a form USM-94, 
available at the office of any United States Marshal. If service had been obtained properly, there 
would have, in fact, been a certificate of service completed and mailed directly to the requesting 
party by the foreign central authority after service had been effectuated. 
Now, Petitioner/Appellee is going to make many claims of how difficult it was for him to 
try to find Respondent/Appellant and that he complied in every way necessary to serve her through 
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the alternative Rule 4 granted by the trial court. This Rule was erroneously and prematurely granted 
by the trial court. In fact, Petitioner/Appellee did request assistance through the Hague Convention 
after the entry of the default decree of divorce, but this was much too late to assist with process of 
service. Petitioner/Appellee received an update from the United States Department of State, 
wherein, they provided him with information on the possible whereabouts of Respondent/Appellant. 
This letter also states specifically that Petitioner/Appellee "contacted our office in early October 
2004 to inform us that Mrs. Saysavanh was now working at Moon Palace in Cancun, Mexico. You 
indicated that you did not want us to report this information to the MCA until the FBI issued an 
arrest warrant for fear that, mother would go into hiding if she were merely summoned by the 
Mexican judicial system to appear for a Hague hearing. We respected your request." See letter from 
United States Department of State dated March 18, 2005 attached as Exhibit "E". Through the 
proper use of the Hague Convention, Petitioner/Appellee would have been able to serve 
Respondent/Appellant with the necessary documentation and allow her due process rights. From 
the evidence in this letter, if Petitioner/Appellee had requested the assistance of the Hague 
Convention prior to the default decree of divorce, Respondent/Appellant may have still been at the 
address that the gardener, Ruben Cana Flores, said she had moved from only six (6) months prior 
to September 9, 2004. 
Second, Pursuant to UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 4(d)(3)(B)(iii) - if it even applied 
to this case - the service needs to be reasonably calculated to give notice. The Hague Service 
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Convention provides that although there is no specific time frame provided for in the convention, 
it advises that most Convention central authorities generally accomplish service within two months. 
Respondent/Appellant resides in Mexico and the documents were only mailed and the Certificate 
of Mailing states that this took place on November 10, 2003. These documents were supposed to 
notify Respondent/Appellant of a motion hearing then already scheduled for December 3, 2003. 
Even if Respondent/Appellant had received the documents, there was only twenty-three (23) days 
between the date that the documents were mailed to Mexico and the scheduled motion hearing. 
Furthermore, the default decree of divorce was entered on February 19,2004, only two (2) months 
and seven (7) days after the initial hearing on the Order to Show Cause. The service was not 
reasonably calculated to give notice to Respondent/Appellant from Mexico to attend a hearing that 
would take place in less than a month. In addition, the address that the documents were mailed to 
was not correct and therefore, were never received by the Respondent/Appellant. 
Respondent/Appellant and Petitioner/Appellee spoke often, and Petitioner/Appellee was well aware 
that Respondent/Appellant's business was closing and that she was in the process of moving. Due 
diligence was not practiced by Petitioner/Appellee with regard to obtaining the correct address and 
serving Respondent/Appellant with process through the Hague Convention. Respondent/Appellant 
would have accepted service voluntarily and should be afforded every opportunity to receive service 
of process, afforded to her by the Hague Service Convention and UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. 
Finally, pursuant to UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 4(d)(3)(B)(iii), it states specifically 
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as follows, "by delivery to the individual personally of a copy of the summons and the complaint or 
by any form of mail requiring a returned receipt." Although the court mailed the documents via 
registered mail, returned receipt requested, on November 10, 2003, there was no receipt returned 
prior to the motion hearing, that would establish proof of service and the alternative service granted 
by the court does not abide by the internationally agreed upon means of service. In fact, it was not 
until December 17, 2003, a good fifteen (15) days after the hearing, that the court received the 
returned receipt, and it was unsigned. Respondent/Appellant never received any of the documents 
and had no knowledge of the motion hearing or of any divorce proceeding at all. Proof of service 
has never been established and Respondent/Appellant has never been served with process. Finally, 
even if the Petitioner/Appellee could prove that Rule 4 of the UTAH RULES OF CwiL PROCEDURE 
apply, they were not followed and service was still not effectuated and the court still lacks personal 
jurisdiction over Respondent/Appellant. 
Respondent/Appellant has not had an opportunity to plead her case in front of the court and 
the court lacks personal jurisdiction over Respondent/Appellant. In the transcript for the oral 
arguments on July 27, 2006, Judge Bohling acting as commissioner, states "I can understand the 
equities and merits of your position. You're being attacked by opposing counsel on a purely legal 
theory that there's no jurisdiction. And I don't think you can confer jurisdiction by equity." See 
Certified Transcript of Oral Arguments for July 27, 2006, Page 4, Line 10-15 attached as Exhibit 
"F". Yet the trial court rendered a decision denying Respondent/Appellant's motion to set aside. 
-17-
Furthermore, the trial court requested that Petitioner/Appellee establish that the requirements were 
met under the Hague Convention and under the law in order to establish jurisdiction. 
Petitioner/Appellee failed to do so, but the trial court rendered its decision solely on the merits as 
follows, '"when Judge Peuler's entered an order, that order is an order that I can recommend 
validating. At least it seems to me appropriate to consider that, more or less, the law of the case." 
See Certified Transcript of Oral Arguments on July 27,2006, Page 13, Line 1-4 attached as Exhibit 
"G'\ It is not by Respondent/Appellant's error, but from lack of service of process that a default was 
entered in this matter. It would be in the best interest of justice and in the best interest of the child 
at issue, that this default decree of divorce be set aside and Respondent/Appellant be allowed to 
plead her case. 
II. THE DEFAULT DECREE OF DIVORCE SHOULD B E SET ASIDE BECAUSE 
PETITIONER/APPELLEE FRAUDULENTLY OBTAINED A BIRTH CERTIFICATE W I T H HIS 
NAME O N I T T O ESTABLISH PATERNITY 
On or about August 8, 2001, Petitioner/Appellee filed an Ex Parte Verified Motion for 
Temporary Restraining Order and Order to Show Cause. This Motion and Order were denied 
because paternity had not been established. Over two (2) years later, Petitioner/Appellee filed an 
Amended Verified Petition for Divorce, which included a birth certificate with his name on it. The 
court deemed that paternity was established solely based upon this birth certificate. At the time Shea 
Erin Saysavanh (hereinafter "Shea") was born, Petitioner/Appellee was in Federal Prison for federal 
bank robbery by force or violence, attached is a copy of the U.S. District Court docket, Case No. 97-
-18-
CR-309-ALL as Exhibit "H". Shea was born on April 9, 1998, and, according to the docket, 
Petitioner/Appellee went to prison on February 27,1998. Sometime between Petitioner/Appellee's 
Ex Parte Motion and his Amended Verified Petition for Divorce, and without the permission of 
Respondent/Appellant, Petitioner/Appellee obtained a birth certificate with his name on it and used 
it to persuade the court to establish paternity. Respondent/Appellant is denying that 
Petitioner/Appellee was ever on the birth certificate and knows that Petitioner/Appellee defrauded 
the court in an attempt to establish paternity and receive custody. 
The Utah Office of Vital Records and Statistics, requires that in order to have your name 
added to a child's birth certificate, the mother must either be present and present proof of identity 
and sign a document, along with the father to change the certificate, otherwise, a court order would 
be necessary. The original birth certificate does not list Petitioner/Appellee as the father and the 
amendment application has a signature on it, that is not Respondent/Appellant's signature. 
Petitioner/Appellee was in prison at the time of Shea's birth and was never listed on the birth 
certificate and for this specific reason, Respondent/Appellant did not want him to be listed on the 
birth certificate. Furthermore, Respondent/Appellant has not requested, nor signed any documents 
that would allow Petitioner/Appellee to be listed on the birth certificate. The signature on the 
amendment application is not Respondent/Appellant's, and the address listed is that of the 
Petitioner/Appellee, when in fact, Respondent/Appellant was living in Mexico, not with 
Petitioner/Appellee. It is obvious that the birth certificate with Petitioner/Appellee's name on it was 
-19-
obtained fraudulently, which is third degree felony in the state of Utah. Respondent/Appellant did 
not sign the form attached heretofore, and has no knowledge as to whom would have signed it. In 
fact, because the birth certificate was fraudulently obtained and the court established paternity from 
the fraudulent document alone, than the Default Decree of Divorce should be set aside until such 
time that paternity is established properly and Respondent/Appellant has plead her case in a court 
of proper jurisdiction. 
CONCLUSION 
The motion to set aside the default decree of divorce should have been granted. It is apparent 
from the aforementioned facts and the international, federal and state law, the court entered a default 
decree of divorce in this matter although Respondent/Appellant has not been properly served with 
process according to either the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure 4(b) or the Hague Service Convention. 
Therefore, this court lacked the personal jurisdiction over Respondent/Appellant to enter final 
judgment in this matter. 
Furthermore, Petitioner/Appellee was only able to establish paternity by providing the court 
with a birth certificate with his name on it. Petitioner/Appellee was in prison at the time of Shea's 
birth and was not on the birth certificate, and only by means of fraud was he able to obtain a 
certificate with his name on it. Petitioner/Appellee has defrauded the court in order to establish 
paternity and get a default in this matter. 
-20-
A RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this _J_ day of March, 2006. 
CLAYNE I COREY PLLC: 
A ttorneyfor Respondent/Appellant/Appellant 
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EXHIBIT A 
CORY R. WALL, NO. 4937 
WALL & WALL, a.p.c. 
Attorney for Petitioner 
5200 South Highland Drive, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Telephone: (801) 274-3100 
Facsimile: (801)365-8223 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
BOUNTHAY SAYSAVANH, : 
Petitioner, : 
vs. : 
MEG McGARY SAYSAVANH, 
Respondent. 
JOINT MOTION AND STIPULATION 
FOR TEMPORARY ORDERS 
Civil No. 014904542 DA 
Judge Sandra Peuler 
Commissioner Susan Bradford 
COME NOW the parties, above named, and hereby stipulate and move the Court 
to enter a temporary order in the above entitled action as follows: 
1. The parties stipulate and agree that during the pendency of this action, they 
shall be awarded thejoint legal and physical custody of the parties' minor child. The 
Petitioner shall be awarded the primary physical custody of the child commencing 
October 1,2001 to and including April 1, 2002. The Respondent shall be awarded the 
primary physical custody of the child commencing April 2, 2002 to and including 
September 30,2002. 
2. The party without the primary physical custody of the child shall be granted 
reasonable rights of visitation to be agreed upon by the parties. 
3. That inasmuch as each of the parties will have the physical custody of the child 
for one-half of the time, there shall be no award of temporary child support. 
4. All other issues in the above entitled action shall be reserved for final 
disposition at trial or upon motion of either party for further temporary relief. 
DATED this ^ day of 0Gd&£<Z~r~ ,2001. 
^ ^^/^^^^^^) 
ANH 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ^ day of ^2^—^ 200 L 
^ic?#c( 
My Commission Expires 
Iw? ' . ! 2 3 0 0 ^* I 
wy Commj$si ©n €xpir®s 
&&ptemh*t 10,2004 
DATED this . day of _, 2001. 
MEG McGARY SAYSAVANH 
Respondent 
SUBSCRTOED AND SWORN to before me this day of , 2001. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing at 
My Commission Expires 
EXHIBIT B 
MX & WALL (A.P.C) 
JTORNEYS AT LAW 
SO. HIGHLAND DRfVt 
*300 
LAKE CITY, UTAH 84117 
(801)274-3100 
CORY R. WALL, NO. 4937 
WALL & WALL, a.p.c. 
Attorney for Petitioner 
5200 South Highland Drive, Suite 300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Telephone: (801) 274-3100 
FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
AUG - 7 2001 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 




MEG McGARY SAYSAVANH, 
Respondent. 
ORDER OF IMMEDIATE TEMPORARY 
CUSTODY 
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING 
ORDER AND ORDER 
TO SHOW CAUSE 
Civil No. 0j^OA/5'A/^ 
Judge fe^t/er 
Commissioner 45 r 3 <*~T2> / 
0^\ 
TO THE RESPONDENT, MEG McGARY SAYSAVANH: 
BASED UPON the Respondent's Ex Parte Motion for Temporary Restraining 
Order and Order to Show Cause, and good cause appearing therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Petitioner, 
Bounthay Saysavanh, is awarded the immediate temporary care, custody and control of 
me parties'minor child, SHEA ERIN SAYSAVANH; 
YOU ARE HEREBY RESTRAINED AND ENJOINED from removing the 
minor child from the boundaries of Salt Lake County, State of Utah without the written 
fALL&WALL(A.PC) 
JTORNEYS AT LAW 
SO HIGHLAND DRIVE 
#300 
LAKE CITY, UTAH 84117 
(801)274-3100 
consent of the Petitioner or further order of this court. 
YOU ARE FURTHER ORDERED to immediately return the minor child to the 
custody of the Petitioner; 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any and all law enforcement agencies shall 
assist the Petitioner in carrying out the orders of this court in returning the child to the 
State of Utah and are ordered to immediately pick up the child for that purpose. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Respondent be and appear before this court 
on the day of 5 2001, at the hour of _ 450 South State 
Street, Room Salt Lake City, Utah, to then and there show cause, if any she 
has: 
1. Why the Temporary Restraining Orders should not be made preliminary 
injunctions during the pendency of this matter; 
2. Why the Respondent should not be ordered to pay to the Petitioner child 
support in an amount consistent with the Uniform Child Support Guidelines; 
3. Why the Respondent's rights of visitation should not be limited and supervised 
as deemed appropriate by the Court; 
4. Why such other and further relief as the Court may deem to be appropriate 
should not be granted. 
DATED this day of August, 2001 at .m. 
<j£ * 1 ' ° \- BY THE COURT: 
CA^Y^AJUJ. ^ ^ f - cXciZ>0 JK&t~ 
cX(A^\ i DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
Serve Respondent at: T^- t^cx^ui^j^ 
EXHIBIT C 
Third Jur^nlal rAzn^cx 
D$;jufy Cferk Q y ^ O ^ 4 ^ 
WERiCQMPLETETHlSSm 
^Complete items 1,2, and 3. Also complete 
item 4 if Restricted Delivery \s desired. 
| m Print your name and address on the revere 
r so that we can return the card to you. 
I • Attach this card to the back of the mailp/ece, 
] or on the front if space permits. 
\ 1. Article Addressed to: 




, XE7H 7H/S SECmONPH DELIVERY 
A. Signature 
X D Agent D Addressee 
B. Received by ( Printed Name) C. Date of Delivery 
D. Is delivery address different from item 1 ? C3 Yes 
if YES, enter delivery address below: d No 
(~. L3. ServjeeType 
V l ^ U r^$VCertified Mail D Express 
«-* P L 3 Renistererf • Return F 
Mail 
Q gi tered 
D Insured Mail 
D t r  Receipt for Merchandise 
D C.O.D. 
4. Restricted Delivery? (Extra Fee) D Yes 
I 2. Article Number 
(Transfer from service label) lo&o j 6 7 0 ooiZ HSS4 S3J75T 
XPS arm 3811, August 2001 Domestic Return Receipt 2ACPRI-03-Z-0985 
EXHIBIT D 
^^S^Sommsngua^^Bs 
STATE OF UTAH - DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
18 ^5348 CERTIFICATE OF UVE BIRTH 
1 4 3 9 8 0 1 2 3 4 8 
STATE BIRTH NUMBER 
Shea E r i n 
IAST 
Saysavanh 
3a. DATE OF BIRTH (Month. Day. Y««r) 
A p r i l 9 , 1998 
3b. TWE OF BIRTH (24 Hour Clock) 
1 4 : 4 1 
4a. PLACE OF BIRTH 
KocpttJi •
Fraaatandhg 
Birthing C*ntar • CHr*A>octo<*»Offic« n j J RMfcbno* UnptanrwcS | | Othar 
,4b. PLACE OF BIRTH - HOSPITAL NAME {If not ki hoapRal giv* X r M and numb*) 
University of Utah Hospital 
4c CITY, TOWN, C * LOCATION OF BIRTH 
S a l t Lake C i t y 
5 a I CERTIFY THAT/THIS CH1LO WAS BORN AUVE AT/THE P 
5c CERTIFIERS Ntf*E « # I T L E £ / 
Suz i K. Hawkea 
LACE AND TWE AND ON THE DATE STATED ABOVE 
4A COUNTY OF BIRTH 
S a l t Lake 
5b. DATE SIGNEO {Month, Day. Y—r) 
0 4 / 1 3 / 1 9 9 8 
n E D Otwr 
1 1 1 CERTIFY TrtAT THIS C H * b WAS B ^ 
6b. ATTENDANTS NAME ANO TITLE {MD, DO. CERTIFIED NURSE MIOWFE, OTHER MlOWIFE, OTHER) 
Susan Wohletz MD 
AMENDED 
1 of 2 
6c. MAILING ADDRESS OF ATTENOANT (Straat or RFD. No., C*y or Town, &*»,ZJp) 
50 North Medical Drive Salt Lake City Utah 84132 






7b. MAflDEN LAST NAME 
McGary 
8. DATE OF BIRTH (Month, D*y. Y«ar) 
November 26, 1980 19. STATE OF BRTTH (IT not in USA. nam* country) Idaho 
10*. RESIDENCE - STREET ANO NUMBER OF RESIDENCE 
3020 East Granite Meadow Lane 
10b. CITY, TOWN. OR LOCATION 
Sandy 
10c. WSjDE CITY L9WT8 
• NO 
10d. COUNTY 
S a l t Lake 
10a. STATE 
Utah 
11«. MOTHER-8 MAILING ADDRESS {If tam« M «DOY«, t o t * lip ooc* only) 11b. CITY OR TOWN 11c.STATE 11d ZIP CODE 
84092 
12. FATHER'8 NAME MIDDLE LAST 
13. DATE OF BIRTH {Month, Day, Y*ar) 14. STATE OF BIRTH (if not USA, twnm country) 
tfi«.lc*rt)fytr*tr»p»n3oi*W6miaflonpro 
I wormant) M e g a n J a n a M c G a r y 
I S * REGISTRAR'S SIGNATURE j l U - ^ u y j u u ^ <*> Mb. OKI QYESQNO 
15c. IMMUNIZATION 
REGISTRY: I wJ»h to 
•nrolmychidlnth* 
Immunization Ragtetry 
0 Y E S Q N O | 
ay 
This is to certify that this is a true copy of the certificate on file in this office. This certified copy is issued 





LOCAL TILE NUMBER J g 5 3 4 3 STATE BIRTH NUMBER 
<Jte/j Department of Health 
AFFIDAVIT FOR VOLUNTARY DECLARATION 143 98 12348 
OF PATERNITY BY PARENTS 
PURPOSE Parents not married to each other may use this document to formally declare the paternity of their child without obtaining a coutt order However, if 
the mother ts marned and the husband is not the father, the husband must also sign this affidavit to affirm he is not the father If a parent is unabte or unwifiing to 
sign this declaration paternity can only be established by court order or adjudication of paternity After this declaration is filed, parental information cannot 
be changed again except by court order, adjudication of paternity, or rescission. 
NOTICE THIS IS A LEGALLY BINDING DOCUMENT Under Utah law each mother and father ts required to support her/his children, therefore, by signing 
this form you agree to accept all parental rights and obligations for the named child You may wish to contact an attorney for additional information regarding the 
legal consequences of stgnmg this form tt is a third degree felony to furnish false or fraudulent information affecting a birth certificate. 
DO NOT SIGN THIS DOCUMENT IF 
1 You do not understand its fegal consequences 
2 You have doubts about the paternity of the child 
3 You have not been provided wtth oral and wntlen notice of the 
alternatives to and the legal consequences of signing this declaration 
"AMENDED 
2 of 2 
FATHER UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE. 
State statute requires that if you are a father under 18 your parent or 







1a CHILD'S FIRST NAME 11 b CHILD S MIDDLE NAME 
I E r i n . 
3 DATE OF BIRTH 
Femalle April 9, 1998 
6 NAME OF MOTHER (First Middle Last) 
Megan Jana McGary 
4 PLACE OF BIRTH City and County 




10 NAME OF FATHER (First, Middle Last) 
Bounthay Saysavanh 
14a, CHILD S FIRST NAME 
Shea 




7 DATE OF BIRTH 
Nov 26, 1980 
11 DATE OF BIRTH 
May 18, 1977 
8 BIRTHPLACE OF MOTHER 
Idaho 
12 BIRTHPLACE OF FATHER 
Lous 
9 MAIDEN NAME OF MOTHER 
McGary 
13 AGE OF FATHER AT TIME OF CHILD S BIRTH 
20 
14b CHILD S MIDDLE NAME 
Erm 
14c CHILD'S LAST NAME 
Saysavanh 
I csrtifv, that 1 am the mother of the listed cWcT.that the man named as father Is the father of this child .that»have read the notice at the top of this form thai I have been provided oral 







FOR USE BY STATS j OR LOCAL 1
 REGISTRAR 
j4*v>^ 
22. DATE SIGNED 23 COMPLETE ADDRESS OF FATHER "* -sS 
26 SIGNATURE OF SECONO W1TNESJ at tout 19 yaara of age and not related by btood or 
_gU>--2^--<9( p otis****^ £ ^ g ^ y ^ ^ p g 
1 
This is to certify that this is a true copy of the certificate on file in this office This certified copy is issued 
under authority of section 26-2-22 of the Utah Code Annotated, 1953 As Amended 
EXHIBIT E 
United States Department of State 
Washington, D. C. 20520 
March 18,2005 
Mr. Bounthay Saysavanh 
5880 Boulder Falls #2214 
Bldg. 6 
Henderson, NV 89015 
Dear Mr. Saysavanh: 
The following is a letter to update you on the status of you case. In May of 2004 you submitted 
an application for the return of your child under the Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of 
Child Abduction. On September 9, 2004 the Mexican Central Authority sent the case to the State 
Tribunal in Quintana Roo to be assigned to a judge. Upon the case being assigned, the Mexican 
Central Authority notified the Office of Children's Issues that the judge went to the last known 
address of Meghan Saysavanh, The gardener at that address, Ruben Cana Flores, informed the 
judge that Mrs. Saysavanh and Shea had departed 6 months ago. He said that Shea was attending 
an English speaking school in Playa del Carmen. You contacted our office in early October 2004 
to inform us diat Mrs. Saysavanh was now working at Moon Palace in Cancuo, Mexico. 
You indicated that you did not want us to report this information to the MCA until the FBI issued 
an arrest warrant for fear that, mother would go into hiding if she were merely summoned by the 
Mexican judicial system to appear for a Hague hearing. We respected your request. However, 
since a federal warrant has not been issued for the arrest of Mrs. Saysavanh, we are prepared to 
inform the MCA of the possible location information you provided so that the Hague application 
may be sent to the proper court. You may also pursue some non-Hague options for Shea's return 
by acquiring a Mexican attorney and attempting to seek custody in a Mexican court; or to have 
any US custody order recognized and enforced in Mexico. 
Please contact the Office of Children's Issues so that we may be of assistance in facilitating 
Shea's possible return. You may contact me by telephone at (202) 736-9154, by fax at (202) 
736-9133, or by email at millsmc@state.gov. 
Micah C. Mills 
Overseas Citizens Services 
Office of Children's Issues 
EXHIBIT F 
CLAYNE I. COREY ESQ. (5847) 
CLAYNEICOREYPLLC 
CREEK VIEW PLAZA SUITE A-102 
942 E.NORTH UNION AVENUE 
POST OFFICE BOX 902195 
SANDY, UTAH 84090-2195 
TELEPHONE: (801)255-2552 
EMAIL: JUSTICE@CCOREYLAW.COM 
Attorney for Respondent 
INTHE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 




MEG MCGARY SAYSAVANH, 
RESPONDENT. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MEG MCGARY 
SAYSAVANH IN SUPPORT 
(ORAL ARGUMENT REQUESTED) 
Case No. 014904542 DA 
JUDGE SANDRA PEULER 
COMMISSIONER SUSAN BRADFORD 
MEG MCGARY SAYSAVANH, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. That affiant is the Respondent in the above-entitled matter. 
2. That affiant is of adult years and competent to make this Affidavit for 
said purposes. 
3. That all of the statements hereinafter set forth within this affidavit are 
made by affiant on the basis of his personal and direct knowledge of the matters to 
which said statements pertain. If called as a witness by a court of competent 
jurisidiction, affiant is able to and shall testify as to each and all of said matters in 
the manner hereinafter set forth within this affidavit. 
4. The affiant currently resides in Puerto Vallarta, Mexico and has been a 
resident of Mexico for at least two (2) years. The the minor child has resided in 
Mexico with Respondent for two (2) years. 
5. The affiant has never been notified by Petitioner personally about a proceeding in 
the courts in 2003, nor was affiant served with any documents, either by mail or personally. 
6. Further, upon discovery of any court proceedings that had taken place, as well as 
an FBI investigation, Respondent immediately hired two attorney's in Utah to resolve the matter. 
7. The affiant never signed the Affidavit for Voluntary Declaration of Paternity by 
Parents to amend the birth certificate to add Petitioner's name, and affiant has no knowledge as to 
who may have signed. Petitioner was not placed on the minor child's birth certificate at birth and 
was never given permission to be added. 
8. Petitioner told affiant that he had forged the Affidavit for Voluntary Declaration 
of Paternity by Parents. Petitioner also told a mutual acquaintance, Cory Kaggie, that he forged 
this document. 
DATED this <2f\ day of April, 2005. 
STATE OF 
COUNTY OF 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ^ day of April, 2005, by MEG 
MCGARY SAYSAVANH. 
-JOSE DE JESUS RUIZ HIGUERA, Notario Publico Numero 8 OCHO de esta Municipalidad, -
C E R T I F I C O: 
-Que la firma que antecede de la senora SAY SAVANH MEGAN MC GARY, es autentica, ya 
que fue puesta en mi presencia y ante Mi ratifico y firmo el documento que calza dicha firma.- Se 
identifico ante Mi con su Pasaporte numero 056372876 cero, cinco, seis, tres, siete, dos, ocho, 
siete, seis, expedida por el Gobierno de los Estados Unidos de America el dia 27 veintisiete de 
Febrero de 2001 dos mil uno, con fecha de vencimiento el 26 veintiseis de Febrero de 2011 dos mil 
once.- Documento que doy fe tener a la vista. 
Que por sus generates me manifesto ser de nacionalidad norteamericana, mayor de edad, 
soltera, dedicada a las ventas en tiempo compartido, originaria de Idaho, en Estados Unidos de 
America, lugar donde nacio el dia 26 veintiseis de Noviembre de 1980 mil novecientos ochenta, 
con domicilio en Condominios Costa del Sol Apartamento 26 veintiseis, Torre 1 uno, en esta 
c iudad.— 
Asiento en mi libro de certificaciones el acta corafepondiente, bajo el numero 577 
quinientos setenta y siete del tomo I tomo uno a las IQjflQ diez horas del dia 29 veintinueve 
de Abril de 2005 dos mil cinco.- Puerto VallaiJ* Jalisco 
SCO' 
EXHIBIT G 
law, but it's hard for me to see the respondent come to 
court, to come before you and argue this, where there's such 
a serious case of unclean hands, where she has purposely 
snubbed — purposely and calculatedly snubbed her nose at 
this Court. And you see from my client's affidavit that she 
acknowledges that she knew these proceedings were going on 
and she acknowledges knowing exactly what was going on but 
basically says Utah courts can't touch her. That's what her 
attorney has advised her. She was in Mexico. 
THE COURT: Mr. Olsen, I guess that the issue I 
want you to address — I can understand the equities and the 
merits of your position. You're being attacked by opposing 
counsel on a purely legal theory that there's no 
jurisdiction. And I don't think you can confer jurisdiction 
by equity. 
MR. OLSEN: Uh-huh. 
THE COURT: And so I think you need to convince me 
that there is a basis under law in which to assert 
jurisdiction and that, whatever the Requirements of Garcia 
and the — a convention are that, somehow, what has happened 
satisfies those well enough that I ban accept jurisdiction. 
MR. OLSEN: Okay. And I think — and again, Your 
Honor, I'll get to that right now, Your Honor. I think that 
what's important is you have a court order out of this court 




























me to recognize that when Judge Peuler's entered an order, 
that order is an order that I can recommend validating. At 
least it seems to me appropriate to consider that, more or 
less, the law of the case. 
And given what I hear of the record, that the 
respondent seems to have made no efforts to stay in contact; 
in fact, may have made every effort to avoid process and 
avoid, with counsel or with — or herself avoid taking 
responsibility, it seems to me that this order is 
appropriate. And I'm going to deny the motion for — to set 
aside the default. And Ifm going to — and Ifm going to 
recommend that jurisdiction be recognized as existing. 
And I think what I would also recommend is that, 
once the respondent is willing to accept the jurisdiction of 
this court that there might be some basis to consider the 
possibility of looking at the default and whether there's 
some basis on the merits or an equity that would allow the 
parties to come and have an adjudicated default divorce. 
But for her to stand out there and say, "I want everything 
and there's no jurisdiction," given the record that is here, 
I just don't think that I'm in a position to make a 
recommendation in the case. 
Mr. 01sen, would you prepare an order — 
MR. OLSEN: I will, Your Honor. 
MR. COREY: Thank you, Your Honor. May we be 
13 
EXHIBIT I 
Docket as of February 3,2005 11:41 pm Web PACER (v2.4) 
U.S. District Court 
District of Utah (Central) 




ff^rf^nsw LAKJ^ , / / 
u Case Assigned to: Judge Brace S. Jenkins 





Terminated Counts :> 
18:2113A.F BANK ROBBERY BY 
FORCE OR VIOLENCE and 18:2 




Bank Robbery, Carrying 
and Using a Firearm During a 
Crime of Violence 
(2) 
Offense Level (disposition): 4 
Edward K- Brass, Mr-
fterm 03/31/98] 
EMAIL 
[COR LD NTC cja] 
175 E 400 S STE 400 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 
(801)322-5678 
Disposition 
Jury Verdict on 12/12/97 that 
Edison Scott was found Not 
Guilty 
(1) 
Jury Verdict on 12/12/97 that 





18:2113(a) and (d) Armed Bank 
Robbery and 18:324{c) 
Carrying and Using a Firearm 
During a Crime of Vio lence and 
18 12 A i d i n g axxd A b e t t i i S g 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] 
D i s p o s i t i o n 
Case Assigned to: Judge Bruce S« Jenkins 
SORAMA AIONO {2} 
defendant 
[term 03/31/98] 
Lee C. Rasmussen 
EMAIL 
[COR LD NTC cja] 
RASMUSSEN MINER & ASSOCIATES 
42 EXCHANGE PLACE 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 
(801)363-8500 
Delano S Findlay, Mr. 
[term 10/29/04] 
[COR LD NTC cja] 
684 E VINE ST STE 3 
MURRAY, UT 84107 
(801)733-7727 
Pending Counts; 
18:2113A.F BANK ROBBERY BY 
FORCE OR VIOLENCE and 18:2 
AIDING AND ABETTING 
(1) 
Disposition 
Dft plead guilty to Counts I 
and II of the Indictment, 
SENTENCE: Dft committed to BOP 
for 33 months. Supervised 
rise of 60 months. $200 VAF. 
RESTITUTION of $10,274.00. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON SUPERVISED 
RLSE VIOL: supervised rise 
revoked. Dft placed on 
supervised rise for the 
duration and on the same terms 
and conditions as previously 
imposed as well as addtl 
conditions (as noted in the 
jgm) . AMENDED JUDGMENT/RE-
SENTENCING ON SUPERVISED 
RELEASE VIOLATION: Court 
finds dft violated special 
condition no. 3 and 
standard condition no. 2 of the 
18:924C.F VIOLENT 
CRIME/DRUGS/MACHINE GUN/Armed 
Bank Robbery, Carrying 
and Using a Firearm During a 
Crime of Violence 
(2) 
conditions of supervised 
release. SENTENCE: Dft's 
supervised release is revoked. 
Dft is committed to the 
custody of BOP for a term of 18 
months. Upon release, dft to 
be placed under supervised 
release for a period of 42 
months. No fine imposed. No 
VAF. AMENDED JGM: /Order of 
Sentence for Violation of 
Supervised Release: SENTENCE: 
Dft committed to the US BOP for 
7 months ; Upon release dft 
placed on supervised release 
for 27 months ; $9120.04 
restitution re-instated. 
(1) 
Dft plead guilty to Counts I 
and II of the Indictment. 
SENTENCE: Dft committed to BOP 
for 33 months. Supervised 
rise of 60 months. $200 VAF. 
RESTITUTION of $10,274.00. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON SUPERVISED 
RLSE VIOL: supervised rise 
revoked. Dft placed on 
supervised rise for the 
duration and on the same terms 
and conditions as previously 
imposed as well as addtl 
conditions (as noted in the 
jgm) . AMENDED JUDGMENT/RE-
SENTENCING ON SUPERVISED 
RELEASE VIOLATION: Court 
finds dft violated special 
condition no. 3 and 
standard condition no. 2 of the 
conditions of supervised 
release. SENTENCE: Dft»s 
supervised release is revoked. 
Dft is committed to the 
custody of BOP for a term of 18 
months. Upon release, dft to 
be placed under supervised 
release for a period of 42 
months. No fine imposed. No 
VAE\ AMENDED <JGM: /Order of 
Sentence for Violation of 
Supervised Release: SENTENCE: 
Dft committed to the US BOP for 
7 months / Upon release dft 
placed on supervised release 
for 27 months ; 59120.04 
restitution re-instated. 
(2) 




18:2113(a) and (d) Armed Bank 
Robbery and 18:924(c) 
Carrying and Using a Firearm 
During a Crime of Violence and 
18:2 Aiding and Abetting 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] 
Disposition 
Case Assigned to: Judge Bruce S* Jenkins 





18:2113A.F BANK ROBBERY BY 
FORCE OR VIOLENCE and 18:2 
AIDING AND ABETTING 
(1) 
Richard P Mauro, Mr 
[term 03/10/98] 
EMAIL 
[COR LD NTC cja] 
43 E 400 S 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 
(801)363-9500 
Disposition 
Dft plead guilty to count 1 of 
the Indictment. SENTENCED to 
custody of BOP for a term of 4 6 
Months. Supervised release 
for a term of 36 Months. 
Restitution in the amt of $10, 
724. VAF $100,00. AMENDED 
JUDGMENT: Dft Sentenced to 
custody of BOP for a term of 
46 Months. Supervised release 
for a term of 36 Months. 
RESTITUTION in amt of $10, 
274.00. VAF $100.00 (1) 




18:2113 (a) and (d) Armed Bank 
Robbery and 18:924(c) 
Carrying and Using a Firearm 
During a Crime of violence an^L 
18:2 Aiding and Abetting 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] 
Disposition 




(4) James C. Bradshaw, Mr. 
[term 11/17/97] 
EMAIL 
[COR LD NTC cja} 
BROWN BRADSHAW £ MOFFIT 
10 W BROADWAY STE 210 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101 
(801)532-5297 
Mark S. Kouris 
EMAIL 
[COR LD NTC pda] 
UTAH FEDERAL DEFENDER OFFICE 
46 W BROADWAY STE 110 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101 
(801)524-4010 
Robert L. Booker 
[tern* 03/05/98] 
[COR LD NTC cja] 
BOOKER & ASSOCIATES 
100 WATERMILL TRACE 
FRANKLIN, TN 37069-1840 
Pending Counts: Disposition 
18:2113A.F BANK ROBBERY BY 
FORCE OR VIOLENCE and 18:2 
AIDING AND ABETTING 
(1) 
Dft plead guilty to count 1 of 
the indictment, SENTENCED to 
BOP for a term of 24 Months* 
Supervised release for a term 
of 36 Months. Restitution $10, 
274.00. VAF 100.00. AMENDED 
JUDGMENT The dfts sentence 
previously imposed on 2/27/98, 
is hereby reduced to time 
served. Supervised release for 
a term of 36 Months. 
Restitution $10,274.00. VAF 
$100.00. AMENDED JUDGMENT 
(Resentencing): Previous order 
of supervised release 
is revoked. Dft placed on 
supervised . release for a 
term of 36 months with the same 
conditions as previously 
ordered with the additional 
condition that dft enter 
into agreement w/USA for entry 
of jgm for the amt of 
restitution still owing and a 
periodic payment schedule. 
Offense Level (opening): 4 
Terminated Counts: 
NONE 




18:2113(a) and (d) Armed Bank 
Robbery and 18:924(c) 
Carrying and Using a Firearm 
During a Crime of Violence and 
18:2 Aiding and Abetting 
[ 2:97~m -349 ] 
U. S. Attorneys: 
Richard D McKelvie, Mr. 
EMAIL 
[COR LD NTC] 
US ATTORNEY'S OFFICE 
Bruce C Lubeck, Judge 
[term 05/22/02) 
[COR LD NTC] 
THIRD CIRCUIT COURT 
3636 S CONSTITUTION BLVD 
WEST VALLEY, UT 84119 
DOCKET PROCEEDINGS 










COMPLAINT as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, Aomalo 
Somoa Suesuef Bounthay Saysavanh . Assigned to Judge Ronald 
N- Boyce-
[ 2:97-m -349 ] {pen} [Entry date 09/29/97] 
ARREST WARRANT issued as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Sorama 
Aiono, Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh 
[ 2:97~m -349 ] (pen) [Entry date 09/29/97] 
ARREST of Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh 
£ 2:97-m -349 ] {rb} [Entry date 09/30/97] 
Initial appearance &s to Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay 
Saysavanh held. Dfts present and in custody. Cmp read, 
rights and penalties explained. Dfts reqs cnsl. Find aff 
Submitted. Ct will appt cnsl. Govt reqs detention. PTS 
report requested. Detention Hearing set for 4:00 10/1/97 
Aomalo Somoa Suesue, for Bounthay Saysavanh. Dfts detained 
and remanded to the custody of the USMS. Judge Ronald N. 
Boyce Court Reporter: ELectronic Court Deputy: Ron Black 
Interpreter: None 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] (rb) [Entry date 09/30/97] 
TEMP ORDER OF DETENTION as to Bounthay Saysavanh ( Signed 
by Judge Ronald N. Boyce 9/30/97) 
i 2:97-m -349 ) (rb) [Entry date 09/30/97] 
TEMP ORDER OF DETENTION as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue ( Signed 
by Judge Ronald N. Boyce 9/30/97) 
[ 2:97-m -349 J {rb) [Entry date 09/30/97] 
CJA 23 FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT by Aomalo Somoa Suesue 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] (rb) [Entry date 09/30/97] 
CJA 23 FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT by Bounthay Saysavanh 
{ 2:97-m -349 ] {rb) [Entry date 09/30/97] 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Ronald N. 
Boyce as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh : Dfts 
present with cnsl and in custody. PTS report received.Ct 
sets Arraignment for 3:00 10/2/97 for Edison Samuelu Scott, 
for Bounthay Saysavanh, Ct sets Arraignment for 9:30 
10/1/9*7 9 
10/3/97 for Aomalo Somoa Suesue Dfts detained pending 
trial and remanded to the custody of the USMS. (Oral 
Order) Court Reporter: Electronic Court Deiput,y: Ron Black 
Interpreter: None 
{ 2:97-m -349 ] (rb) [Entry date 10/01/97] 
ORDER OF DETENTION PENDING TRIAL as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue, 
Bounthay Saysavanh { Signed by Judge Ronald N. Boyce 
10/1/97} 
£ 2:97~m -349 ] (rb) [Entry date 10/01/97J 
10/1/97 10 CJA 20 as to Bounthay Saysavanh : Appointment of Attorney 
James C. Bradshaw Voucher # 0855472 ( Signed by Judge 
Ronald N. Boyce 9/30/97) 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] (rb) [Entry date 10/01/97] 
10/1/97 11 CJA 20 as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue 
Richard P Mauro Voucher # 0855473 
N. Boyce 9/30/97 ) 
[ 2:97-m -349 ] (rb) [Entry date 10/01/97] 
Appointment of Attorney 
{ Signed by Judge Ronald 
10/2/97 12 INDICTMENT as to Edison Samuelu Scott (1) count<s) 1, 2, 
Sorama Aiono (2) count(s) 1, 2, Aomalo Somoa Suesue (3) 
count(s) 1, Bounthay Saysavanh (4) count(s) 1 (kam) 
[Entry date 10/02/97) 
10/2/97 13 ARREST WARRANT issued as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Sorama 
Aiono, Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh (kam) 
[Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/2/97 14 Arraignment as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Aomalo Somoa 
Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh held* Dfts present with cnsl 
and in custody. Dfts waive the reading of the indictment 
and enter pleas of not guilty. Cnsl for the dfts are to set 
scheduling before Judge Jenkins. Dfts remanded to the 
custody of the USMS, Judge Ronald N. Boyce Court Reporter: 
Electronic Court Deputy: Ron Black Interpreter: None (rb) 
[Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/2/97 — ARREST of Sorama Aiono [rb) [Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/2/97 15 Initial appearance as to Sorama Aiono held Arraignment set 
for 9:30 10/3/97 for Sorama Aiono {Defendant informed of 
rights-) Dft is detained and remanded to the custody of the 
USMS. Judge Ronald N. Boyce Court Reporter: Electronic 
Court Deputy: Ron Black Interpreter: None (rb) 
[Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/2/97 16 ORDER OF DETENTION PENDING TRIAL as to Edison Samuelu Scott 
[ Signed by Judge Ronald N. Boyce 10/2/97) (rb) 
[Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/2/97 17 TEMP ORDER OF DETENTION as to Sorama Aiono Detention 
Hearing set ^ for 9:30 10/3/97 for Sorama Aiono { Signed by 
Judge Ronald N. Boyce 10/2/97) (rb) [Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/2/97 18 CJA 23 FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT by Sorama Aiono (rb) 
[Entry date 10/02/97J 
10/2/97 19 CJA 20 as to Sorama Aiono : Appointment of Attorney Delano 
S Findlay Voucher # 08554474 ( Signed by Judge Ronald N. 
Boyce 10/2/97) (rb) [Entry date 10/02/97] 
10/3/97 20 Arraignment as to Sorama Aiono held; Dft pres & in 
custody. Indictment read. Rights, max/min penalties 
explained. Dft pleads NOT GUILTY to indictment. Dft moves 
for release. Crt denies motion & executes order of DT 
pending trial. Dft remanded to custody of USMS. pretrial 
conference set for 10:20 10/8/97 for Sorama Aiono before 
Judge Jenkins Judge Ronald N. Boyce Court Reporter: 
Electronic Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler (mr) 
[Entry date 10/03/97] 
10/3/97 21 ORDER OF DETENTION PENDING TRIAL as to Sorama Aiono ( 
Signed by Judge Ronald N. Boyce ) (mr) [Entry date 10/03/97] 
10/3/97 22 Arrest WARRANT Returned Executed as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue 
on 10/2/97 (tl) [Entry date 10/03/97] 
10/3/97 23 Arrest WARRANT Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono on 
10/1/97 (tl) [Entry date 10/03/97] 
10/3/97 24 Arrest WARRANT Returned Executed as to Bounthay Saysavanh 
on 10/2/97 [tli [Entry date 10/03/97] 
10/3/97 25 ARREST WARRANT Returned Executed as to Bounthay Saysavanh 
on 9/30/97 {rb) [Entry date 10/06/97] 
10/6/97 26 ARREST WARRANT Returned Executed as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue 
on 9/29/97 (rb) [Entry date 10/06/97] 
10/6/97 27 NOTICE of Appearance for Bounthay Saysavanh by Attorney 
James C. Bradshaw (mjm) [Entry date 10/07/97] 
10/8/97 28 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, Aomalo 
Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh : , Dfts not pres. 
Discussion held. Crt schedules; scheduling order 
deadlines: setting 4-day Jury Trial for 9:30 12/11/97 for 
jSdison Sarauelu Scott, for Sorama Aiono, for Aomalo Somoa 
Suesue, for Bounthay Saysavanh / Motion(s) Filing nit 
11/21/97 for Edison Samuelu Scott, for Sorama Aiono, for 
Aomalo Somoa Suesue, for Bounthay Saysavanh ;, motions 
heard nit 12/5/97 (Oral Order) Mr. Lubeck to prepare & 
submit scheduling order. Court Reporter: Becky Janke Court 
Deputy: Michael R. Weiler (mr) [Entry date 10/08/97] 
10/8/97 29 Arrest WARRANT Returned Executed as to Edison Sarauelu Scott 
on 10/6/97 (tl) [Entry date 10/09/97] 
10/8/97 30 ARREST WARRANT Returned Executed as to Edison Samuelu Scott 
on 10/2/97 (rb) [Entry date 10/10/97] 
10/16/97 31 SCHEDULING ORDER as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, 
Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh setting ; Motion 
Filing Deadline on 11/21/97 for Edison Samuelu Scott, for 
Sorama Aiono, for Aomalo Somoa Suesue, for Bounthay 
10/16/97 32 
10/20/97 33 
Saysavanh; Motions to be heard by 12/5/97 and Jury Trial 
for 9:30 12/11/97 for Edison Samuelu Scott, for Sorama 
Aiono, for Aomalo Somoa Suesue, for Bounthay Saysavanh ( 
Signed by Judge Bruce s. Jenkins 10/15/97 ccrattys ) (tl) 
[Entry date 10/16/97) 
NOTICE of Appearance for Edison Samuels Scott by Attorney 
Edward K. Brass (tl) [Entry date 10/16/97] 
MOTION by Bounthay Saysavanh for release from custody, 
for Hearing on release (tl) [Entry date 10/21/97] 
10/22/97 34 CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE filed by USA as to Edison 
Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay 
Saysavanh (tl) [Entry date 10/22/97] 
10/29/97 35 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Bounthay Saysavanh : Dft pres & in custody. 
Argument & discussion heard. Crt rules: denying [33-1] 
motion for release from custody as to Bounthay Saysavanh 
(4), granting [33-2] motion for Hearing on release as to 
Bounthay Saysavanh (4) {Oral Order) Court Reporter: Becky 
Jauke Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler (mr) 
[Entry date 10/30/97] 
11/14/97 37 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Ronald N. 
Boyce as to Bounthay Saysavanh : Dft pres & in custody, 
discussion held-Crt grants motion £ appts CJA attorney 
(Robert Booker).Dft remanded to custody of USMS. {Oral 
Order} Court Reporter: Electronic Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler (mr) [Entry date 11/17/97] 
11/14/97 38 
11/17/97 36 
CJA 20 as to Bounthay Saysavanh : Appointment of Attorney 
Robert Booker, CJA Atty Voucher # 0819280 ( Signed by Judge 
Ronald N. Boyce on 11/14/97 } (mr) [Entry date 11/17/97] 
ORDER as to Bounthay Saysavanh, for James C. Bradshaw to 
withdraw a.s attorney (Terminated attorney James C. Bradshaw 
for Bounthay Saysavanh, for appointment of CJA counsel 
Robert Booker for Bounthay Saysavanh ( signed by Judge 
Ronald N. Boyce 11/14/97 cc:attys) (tl) 
[Entry date 11/17/97] 
11/17/97 36 
11/18/97 39 
N O T I C E of Appearance for Bounthay Saysavanh by Attorney 
Robert L. Booker (tl) [Entry date 11/17/97] 
NOTICE of Appearance for Bounthay Saysavanh by Attorney 
Robert L. Booker (tl) fEntry date 11/18/97] 
11/18/97 40 Substitution of Counsel. 
Bradshaw per order #36. 
Robert L. Booker for James 
(tl) [Entry date 11/18/97] 
11/19/97 41 SECOND CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE filed by USA as to Edison 
Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay 
Saysavanh (tl) [Entry date 11/20/97] 
11/20/97 42 Minute entry of proceedings held before Chief Judge David 
Sam as to Sorama Aiono : , Guilty: Sorama Aiono (2) 








Report, set Sentencing for 1:30 1/27/98 for Sorama 
Aiono (Oral Order) Court Reporter: Patti Walker Court 
Deputy: LaRene Christensen (lc) [Entry date 11/21/97} 
Statement in Advance of Plea Accepted as to Sorama Aiono (lc) 
[Entry date 11/21/97] 
THIRD CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE filed by USA as to Edison 
Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay 
Saysavanh {tl} [Entry date 12/03/97] 
MOTION by USA as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Sorama Aiono, 
Aomalo Somoa Suesue, Bounthay Saysavanh to sever remaining 
dfts, to continue trial date currently set for 12/11/97 
as to dft Saysavahn (tl> [Entry date 12/04/97] 
Proposed Jury Instructions hy USA as to Edison Samuelu 
Scott NUMBERED (tl) [Entry date 12/05/97] 
MOTION by Edison Samuelu Scott for Joinder in govt's [45-1] 
motion to sever remaining dfts, to sever remaining dfts (tl) 
[Entry date 12/05/97] [Edit date 12/05/97] 
Statement in Advance of Plea Accepted as to Aomalo Somoa 
Suesue (tl) [Entry date 12/05/97] 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue : , Dft pres & m 
custody, Dft's cnsl informs Crt that dft does not wish to 
change plea. Govt informs Crt that Dft's cnsl will n^B<i to 
be in attendance at Motion to Sever hearing at 1:30 PM, 
this date. 2:00 PM. Dft pres, in custody, sworn, & 
testifies. Stmt in Adv of POG signed & filed. Crt finds 
that there is a factual basis for the charge. Dft pleads 
Guilty: Aomalo Somoa Suesue (3) count (s> 1 of the 
Indictment, Crt also finds that the plea is freely & 
voluntarily given & adjudges the dft guilty, court orders 
PSI Report, & schedules: set Sentencing for 1:20 2/25/98 
for Aomalo Somoa Suesue Dft remanded to custody of USMS. 
(Oral Order) Court Reporter: Kelly Hicken Court Deputy; 
Michael R. Weiler (mr) [Entry date 12/05/97] 
12/5/97 50 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Edison Samuelu Scott, Bounthay Saysavanh : 
Dfts pres & in custody. Govt informs Crt that some of the 
dfts are prepared to change plea (Suesue & Scott)- Argument 
£ discussion heard on motion to sever Saysavanh for 
separate trial. Crt rules: , granting [47-2] motion to 
sever remaining dfts as to Edison Samuelu Scott (1), 
granting [45-1] motion to sever remaining dfts as to Edison 
Samuelu Scott (1), Bounthay Saysavanh (4), Mr. Booker 
raises release issue for Saysavanh. Argument & discussion 
heard. Cnsl to submit written motion nit 12/18/97, with 
values & specifics on properties. Crt schedules: Motion 
hearing re: modification of detention for Saysavanh set for 
12/8/97, at 3:00 PM, Crt schedules; 2-day Jury trial 
9:30 12/11/97 for Edison Samuelu Scott, 2-day Jury trial 
reset for 9:30 12/16/97 for Bounthay Saysavanh Time 
excluded under STA. (Oral Order) Court Reporter: Kelly 
Hicken Court Deputy; Michael R. Weiler (ror> 
[Entry date 12/05/97] 
12/5/97 51 M O T I O N by Bounthay saysavanh for reconsideration/review of 
detention. <tl) [Entry date 12/08/97) 
12/8/97 52 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Bounthay Saysavanh : Dft pres £ in custody. 
Argument & discussion held. Exhibits presented- Crt 
rules: denying [51-1] motion for reconsideration/review of 
detention, as to Bounthay Saysavanh (4) (Oral Order) 
Court Reporter: Karen Murakami Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler (RUT) [Entry date 12/09/97] 
12/9/97 53 MOTION by USA as to Edison Samuelu Scott for Warrant for 
material witness, Ulualo Vaituu, Jr. {tl) 
[Entry date 12/10/97] 
12/9/97 58 Arrest WARRANT issued for material witness Ulualo Vaituu, 
Jr. (Copy only) (tl) [Entry date 12/11/97] 
12/9/97 68 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Bounthay Saysavanh : , Guilty; Bounthay 
Saysavanh (4) count(s) 1, court orders PSI Report, set 
Sentencing for 1:20 2/27/98 for Bounthay Saysavanh (Oral 
Order) Court Reporter: Kelly Hicken Court Deputy: LaRene 
Christensen {lc) [Entry date 12/15/97] 
12/10/97 54 Statement in Advance of Plea Accepted as to Bounthay 
Saysavanh (tl) [Entry date 12/10/97] 
12/10/97 55 Proposed Jury Instructions by Edison Samuelu Scott, 
UNNUMBERED (tl) [Entry date 12/10/97] 
12/10/97 56 AMENDED Proposed Jury Instructions by USA as to Edison 
Samuelu Scott, NUMBERED (tl) [Entry date 12/10/97] 
12/10/97 57 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Ronald N, 
Boyce: Re: Material Witness Ulualo Vaituu, Jr. The Ct will 
remand the witness to the custody of the USMS until Friday, 
JL2/12/97 when the witness has completed testifying. US Prob 
instructed to do a report on material witness. Govt to 
prepare order. (Oral Order) Court Reporter: Electronic 
Court Deputy: Ron Black Interpreter: None (rb) 
[Entry date 12/10/97] 
12/11/97 — Voir dire begun as to Edison Samuelu Scott (1> count (s) 1, 
2 Terminated motions: some pending decision (mr) 
[Entry date 12/11/97] 
12/11/97 59 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Ronald N. 
Boyce:Material Witness is present and in custody. PTS 
report was done and received by the Ct. Julie George 
McPherson has been appt tp reps the material witness. The 
material witness is not charged with a crime. He was 
remanded to the custody of the USMS until his testimony is 
given in Ct. Bench Cnf heard. The US Atty will take action 
with the employment of the witness. The FBI will take 
action on obstruction. Cnsl for the witness will explain to 
the material witness what everyone will do to insure safety 
for him and his family. Material witness is remanded to the 
custody of the USMS until he testifies, (Oral Order) Court 
Reporter: Electronic court Deputy: Ron Black Interpreter: 
None (rb) [Entry date 12/11/97] 
12/11/97 60 witness list by USA as to Edison Samuelu Scott (mr) 
[Entry date 12/12/97] 
12/11/97 — Jury trial as to Edison Samuelu Scott held; 12/11/97, 9:30 
AM (Day 1} - Jury pool of 35 jurors selected & sworn, 9:45 
AM. Voir dire begins, jurors questioned. 10:45 AM. Twelve 
(12) jurors selected & sworn. Preliminary instructions 
given. Crt recesses 10:50 AM, reconvenes 11:20 AM. 
Opening statements. Crt recesses 11:45 AM. 1:20 PM, out of 
pres of jy. Witness: Soramo Aiono is called, sworn, & 
testifies. Crt reconvenes 1:50 PM, witness Soramo Aiono 
sworn & testifies. Evidence & testimony received. 
Cross-examination. Crt recesses 3:20 PM, reconvenes 3:35 
PM. Further, evidence & testimony received. 
Cross-examination. Crt recesses at 5:00 PM, Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins Court Reporter: Kelly Hicken Court Deputy: 
Michael R. Weiler (mr) [Entry date 12/12/97] 
D 
12/11/97 61 ORDER as to Edison Samuelu Scott granting [53-1} motion for 
Warrant for material witness, Ulualo Vaituu, Jr. as to 
Edison Samuelu Scott (1) (follows oral order Material 
Witness is present and in custody. The material witness is 
not charged with a crime. He was remanded to the custody of 
the USMS until his testimony is given in Ct. Bench Cnf 
heard. The US Atty will take action with the employment of 
the witness. The FBI will take action on obstruction. Cnsl 
for the witness will explain to the material witness what 
everyone will do to insure safety for him and his family. 
Material witness is remanded to the custody of the USMS 
until he testifies, entered 12/11/97 ) { Signed hy Judge 
Ronald N. Boyce 12/11/97 cc:attys ) (tl) 
[Entry date 12/12/97} 
12/12/97 62 Government's Position with Respect to Sentencing Factors as 
to Sorama Aiono (tl) [Entry date 12/12/97] 
12/12/97 63 
12/12/97 64 
Arrest WARRANT Returned Executed on 12/10/97 for Ulualo 
Vaituu, Jr, Material Witness (tl) [Entry date 12/15/97] 
Jury trial as to Edison Samuelu Scott held; 12/12/97, 9:10 
AM (Day 2) : Jy in box, govt stipulates exhibits 14, 18, & S 
& amount of loss to credit union. Crt receives exhibits & 
stip as to amt of loss. Testimony & evidence received. 
10:12 AM. Govt rests its case-in-chief. Dft rests it case 
in-rebuttal. Crt recesses for jy instructions. 10:50 AM. 
Closing arguments. 11:50 AM. Crt gives Final Jury 
Instructions. U. S. Marshal sworn. 12:40 PM. Jury 
retires to jury room for deliberations. 2:00 PM, out of 
pres of jy. Jury note. 3:25 PM. Jy in box, Jury Verdict 
read. Jury finds defendant NOT GUILTY of Count I of the 
Indictment. Jy thanked & excused. Dft remanded USMS. Crt 
adjourns at 3:30 PM. Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Court 
Reporter: Becky Janke Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler (mr) 
[Entry date 12/15/97] 
12/12/97 65 Final Jury instructions as to Edison Samuelu Scott (mr) 
[Entry date 12/15/97] 
12/12/97 66 JURY VERDICT as to Edison Samuelu Scott Not Guilty: Edison 
Samuelu Scott (1> count(s) 1, 2 (mr) [Entry date 12/15/97] 
12/12/97 67 Receipt by plaintiff USA re: Return of Trial Exhibits: 
1,2r3,5rlr9r13,14,15,16,17,18 to Bruce C. kubeck, AUSA on 
12/12/97 (mr) [Entry date 12/15/97] 
12/16/97 69 CJA 20 as to Edison Samuelu Scott : Appointment of Attorney 
Voucher # 0754084 ( Signed hy Judge Ronald N. Boyce 10/8/97 
) (rb) [Entry date 12/16/97] 
12/30/97 70 MOTION by USA as to Sorama Aiono for downward Departure 






Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono r , Dft pres & in custody. Mr. 
Findlay moves to continue sentencing date, Crt grants 
motion & schedules: Further, reset of Sentencing for 
1:30 1/13/98 for Sorama Aiono (Oral Order) Court 
Reporter: Patti Walker Court Deputy: Michael R, Weiler (mr) 
[Entry date 01/05/98] 
Sentencing held Sorama Aiono (2) count(s) 1, 2; Dft pres 
& in custody. Stmt by dft's cnsl, govt, & dft. Dft & govt 
reqs downward departure. Crt departs downward & adjudges: 
Sentence: Assigned to custody of BOP for period of 33 mos 
for both cnts to run concurrently. Credit for time served. 
Supervised release of 5 years. Standard conditions of 
release. Special conditions of release: (1) maintain 
full-time verifiable employment and/or 
educational/vocational employment, {2) not possess any 
controlled substances, (3) submit to random drug testing at 
any time & contribute $70 fee to offset costs of collection 
& testing. No fine. VAF of $200 ($100/ctn), payable 
immediately. Restitution of $10,270.00, repayable at rate 
of nit $100/mos or more if conditions permit & at direction 
of U. S. Probation. Crt will recommend institution in 
California with educational opportunities. Mr. Lubeck to 
prepare £ submit J&C. Dft remanded to custody of USMS. 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Court Reporter: Kelly Hicken 
Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler (mr) [Entry date 01/13/98] 
JUDGMENT Sorama Aiono (2) count(s) 1, 2 . Dft plead guilty 
to Counts I and II of the Indictment. SENTENCE: Dft 
committed to BOP for 33 months. Supervised rise of 60 
months. $200 VAF. RESTITUTION of $10,274.00. ( Signed by 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 1/20/98 cc:attys ) (tl) 
[Entry date 01/20/98] 
Government's Position with Respect to Sentencing Factors as 
to Aomalo Somoa Suesue (tl) [Entry date 01/21/98] 
Government's Position with Respect to Sentencing Factors as 







CJA 20 as to Bounthay Saysavanh Authorization to Pay James 
Bradshaw $ 993.00 Voucher # 0855472 { Signed by Judge 
Bruce S. Jenkins ) (klh) [Entry date 02/02/98] 
CJA 20 as to Edison Samuelu Scott Authorization to Pay 
Edward K. Brass $2592,50 Voucher # 0754084 { Signed by 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins ) (klh) [Entry date 02/02/98] 
MOTION by USA as to Bounthay Saysavanh for Downward 
Departure from Sentencing Guidelines (klh) 
[Entry date 02/05/98] 
Objections by Bounthay Saysavanh to presentence report, (ksj) 
[Entry date Q2/10/98] 
CJA 20 as to Edison Samuelu Scott Authorization to Pay 
Julie Mcpherson $ 342.50 Voucher # 0696670 ( Signed by 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins, 2/9/98 ) (kam) [Entry date 02/18/98] 
Sentencing held Bounthay Saysavanh (4) count(s) 1; Dft 
pres & in custody. Argument heard on gun enhancement. Crt 
adopts presentence report. Govt requests S.k.1.1 
departure, stmt by dft's cnsl, govt, & dft. Dft requests 
ECI Nellis. Crt adjudges: Sentence: Assigned to the 
custody of BOP for a period of 24 mos. Supervised release 
of 24 mos. Standard conditions of release. Special 
conditions of release: (1) possess no controlled 
substances, whatsoever, (2) submit to random drug testing & 
contribute $70 fee for costs of collection & testing, 6 (3) 
maintain full-time verifiable employment and/or 
educational/vocational program. Restitution of $10,274.00, 
jointly & severally, at rate of nit $100/mos to commence 
with first month of supervised release. No fine. VAF 
$100.00, payable forthwith. Crt will recommend FCI with 
educational & work opportunities. Crt will recommend 
consideration for "bootcamp program." Ms. Wells to prepare 
& submit JSC. Dft remanded USMS. Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 
court Reporter: Reeve Butler Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler (mr> [Entry date 03/02/98} 
3/5/98 82 Judgment Returned Executed a.s to Sorama Aiono , 
to TCI at Taft, CA (klh) [Entry date 03/05/98] 
on 2/27/98 
3/5/98 83 JUDGMENT Bounthay Saysavanh (4) count(s) 1, Dft plead 
guilty to count 1 of the indictment. SENTENCED to BOP for a 
term of 24 Months. Supervised release for a term of 36 
Months. Restitution $10,274.00. VAF 100.00. ( Signed by 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins, 3/5/98. cc: atty. } (ksj) 
[Entry date 03/06/98] 
3/6/98 84 Sentencing held Aomalo Somoa Suesue (3) count(s) 1. Dft 
pres & in custody. Dft's cnsl files motion to depart 
downward. Govt informs Crt that it will not be filing a 
5.k.2. downward departure motion. Argument & discussion 
heard. Crt denies motion for downward departure. Stmt by 
dft's cnsl, govt, & dft. Crt adjudges: Sentence: Assigned 
to custody of BOP for period of 46 mos. Supervised release 
of 3 years. Standard conditions of release• Special 
conditions of release: (1) not possess any controlled 
substances, <2) not consume any alcohol, (3) submit to 
random drug & alcohol testing & contribute $70 fee to 
offset costs of collection & testing, & {4} maintain 
full-time verifiable employment and/or 
educational/vocational training program. No Fine, 
Restitution in amt of $10,274.00, jointly & severally, 
payable at rate of $100/mos during period of supervised 
release, VAF of $100, payable forthwith. Crt will 
recommend FC1 with educational £ counseling opportunities. 
Mr. Lubeck to prepare & submit J&C & order on Crt's ruling 
on downward departure. Dft remanded to custody of USMS. 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Court Reporter: Kelly Hicken 
Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler (mr) [Entry date 03/06/98] 
3/6/98 85 MOTION by Aomalo Somoa Suesue for Departure from 
Sentencing Guidelines (ksj) [Entry date 03/06/98] 
3/10/98 86 ORDER as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue denying [85-1] motion for 
Departure from Sentencing Guidelines as to Aomalo Somoa 
Suesue (3) ( Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins } 3/9/98. 
cc: atty. {ksj) [Entry date 03/10/98] 
3/10/98 87 JUDGMENT Aomalo Somoa Suesue (3) count(s) 1. Dft plead 
guilty to count 1 of the Indictment. SENTENCED to custody 
of BOP for a term of 46 Months. Supervised release for a 
term of 36 Months. Restitution in the amt of $10,724. VAF 
$100.00 { Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins, 3/10/98. cc: 
atty. ) (ksj) [Entry date 03/11/98] 
3/31/98 — DISMISSAL of Count(s) on Court or Defendant Motion as to 
Edison Samuelu Scott Terminated motions: [78-1] motion 
for Downward Departure from Sentencing Guidelines as to 
Bounthay Saysavanh (4), [45-1] motion to sever remaining 
dfts as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue (3), [45-2] motion to 
continue trial date currently set for 12/11/97 as to dft 
Saysavahn as to Edison Samuelu Scott (1}, Aomalo Somoa 
suesue (3) r Bounthay Saysavanh (4) Counts Dismissed: <klh) 
[Entry date 04/02/98] 
4/15/98 88 Judgment Returned Executed as to Bounthay Saysavanh ; on 
3/30/98, to SAF {ksj} [Entry date 04/15/98] 
4/21/98 89 CJA 20 as to Sorama Mono Authorization to Pay Delano S. 
Findlay $ 1,372.21 Voucher # 0855474 ( Signed by Judge 
Bruce S. Jenkins ) (ksj) [Entry date 04/23/98] 
4/21/98 90 CJA 20 as to Bounthay Saysavanh Authorization to Pay 
Robert Booker $ 1,827.48 Voucher # 0819280 { Signed by 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins } {ksj) [Entry date 04/23/98] 
5/19/98 91 CJA 20 as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue Authorization to Pay 
Richard Mauro $ 788.50 Voucher # 0855473 ( Signed by Judge 
Bruce S. Jenkins ) (mjm) [Entry date 05/19/98] 
5/19/98 92 MOTION by USA as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue to amend [87-1] 
judgment order to correct amt of restitution to read 
$10,274.00 instead of $10,724.00 {klh} [Entry date 05/20/98] 
6/15/98 93 SEALED DOCUMENT as to Bounthay Saysavanh (ksj) 
(Entry date 06/16/98] 
6/17/98 94 SEALED DOCUMENT as to Bounthay Saysavanh (mrw) 
IBrvtxry date 06/18/98} 
6/17/98 — Deadline updated as to Bounthay Saysavanh, miscellaneous 
hearing [93-1] document(s) set 6/22/98, at 4:00 PM (mrw) 
[Entry date 06/18/98] 
6/22/98 96 SEALED DOCUMENT as to Bounthay Saysavanh (mrw) 
[Entry date 06/25/98] 
6/23/98 95 AMENDED JUDGMENT: Bounthay Saysavanh {4} count(s) 1. Dft 
plead guilty to count 1 of the indictment. SENTENCED to BOP 
for a term of 24 Months. Supervised release for a term of 
36 Months. Restitution $10,274.00. VAF 100.00. AMENDED 
JUDGMENT The dfts sentence previously imposed on 2/27/98, 
is hereby reduced to time served. Supervised release for a 
term of 36 Months. Restitution $10,274.00. VAF $100.00. { 
Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins, 6/23/98. cc: atty ) (ksj) 
[Entry date 06/24/98] 
7/22/98 97 
8/28/98 98 
AMENDED JUDGMENT: Aomalo Sorooa Suesue (3) countfs) 1. Dft 
plead guilty to count 1 of the Indictment. SENTENCED to 
custody of BOP for a term of 46 Months. Supervised release 
for a term of 36 Months. Restitution in the amt of $10,724. 
VAF $100.00. AMENDED JUDGMENT: Dft S&xitemcBd to custody of 
BOP for a term of 46 Months. Supervised release for a term 
of 36 Months. RESTITUTION in amt of $10,274.00. VAF $100.00 
{ Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins, 7/22/98. cc: atty. ) 
(ksj) [Entry date 07/22/98] 
Conditions of Probation/Supervised Release as to Bounthay 




ORDER as to Bounthay Saysavanh, amending [98-1] probation 
consolidated The language requiring $100.00 minimum monthly 
restitution payment be modified to include or such lesser 
monthly sums depending on circumstances, as the probation 
officer may approve Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 
6/1/99 cc: atty (mas) [Entry date 06/02/99] 
Conditions of Probation/Supervised Release as to Sorama 
Aiono {asb) [Entry date 03/24/00] 
Petition and order for order Modifying Conditions of 
Supervision w/Consent of offender that the dft shall 
participate in drug and/or alcohol aftercare treatment 
under a co-payment Ian as directed by the USPO amending 
[100-1] conditions of probation/supervised release as to 
Sorama Aiono signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 7/6/00 
cc:atty (asb) [Entry date 07/07/00] 
9/6/00 102 Petition and order for action on cond of supervised release 




set Supervised Release Violation Hearing for 2:00 9/22/00 
for Sorama Aiono as to Sorama Aiono signed by Judge Bruce 
S. Jenkins 9/5/00, ccratty (ce) [Entry date 09/08/00] 
SIMMONS (ES) issued for Sorama Aiono for supervised release 
violator's hrg set for 9/22/00 at 2:00 p.xtu before RNB (ce) 
[Entry date 09/08/00] 
Minute entry of Violation of Supervised Rls proceedings 
held before Judge Ronald N. Boyce as to Sorama 
Aiono:Defendant present appearing on summons. Allegations 
read, rights and penalties explained. Court requests an 
amended petition before proceeding further with the 
allegations. Defendant requests counsel. Financial 
Affidavit submitted. Court will reappoint CJA counsel 
Delano Findlay who is present and agrees to accept the CJA 
appointment. Government does request detention. Court will 
not detain the defendant at this time. Defendant neither 
admits/denies the allegations and waives the probable cause 
hearing. Counsel is instructed to file an amended complaint 
and then go to Judge Jenkins court to set a hearing for 
disposition of this matter. The defendant will remain on 
existing conditions of supervision. (Oral Order) Aty for 
Govt: Chris Chaney, Aty for Dft: Delano Findlay, cja. 
Court Reporter: Electronic Tape #: 1959- Log #: 2400-2749 
Court Deputy: Trisha Little Interpreter: none (tl) 
[Entry date 09/22/00] 
CJA 23 FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT by Sorama Aiono (tl) 






CJA 20 as to Sorama Aiono : Re-Appointment of Attorney 
Delano Findaly for VSR. Appointed by Judge Ronald N. Boyce 
9/22/00 nunc pro tunc 9/21/00 cc:attys Appointed by Judge 
Ronald N. Boyce (tl) [Entry date 09/22/00] 
Petition and order for Supervised Rise for issuance of 
summons re; supervised rise violation, Set 
Probation/Supervised Release Violation Hearing for 2:00 
10/13/00 for Sorama Aiono. To be held before Judge Boyce 
as to Sorama Aiono signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 9/27/00 
dc:atty (horn) [Entry date 09/28/00] 
SUMMONS(ES) issued for Sorama Aiono. Dft to appear before 
Judge Boyce on 10/13/00 at 2 PM (horn) (Entry date 09/28/00] 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft not pres. Mr. Findlay 
informs Crt that his client was not notified. Crt 
schedules: Continues, reset Probation/Supervised Release 
violation Hearing for 1:20 10/13/2000 for Sorama Aiono 
{Oral Order) Aty for Govt: Bruce C. Lubeck, AUSA, Aty for 
Dft: Delano S. Findlay, . Court Reporter: Reeve Butler 
Court Deputy: Michael R. Dgeiler Interpreter: None (mrw) 
[Entry date 10/03/00] 
SUMMONS Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono on 9/17/00 (asb) 
{Entry date 10/12/00] 
10/13/00 111 
10/23/00 112 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft not pres. Mr. Findlay 
informs Crt that dft has b^Qn summoned to Magistrate Boyce' 
err at 2:00 PM, today. Crt schedules: Continues, reset 
Probation/Supervised Release Violation Hearing for 1:20 
10/23/2000 for Sorama Aiono {Oral Order) Aty for Govt: 
Bruce C, I*ubeck, AUSA, Aty for Dft: Delano S. Findlay, 
Court Reporter: Reeve Butler Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw} [Entry date 10/13/00] 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft pres. Dft admits to 
allegations 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 of the petition. Crt finds 
that supervised release has b&^n violated & revokes 
supervised release. Crt orders update of presentence 
report. Crt schedules: set Sentencing for 1:20 11/9/2000 
for Sorama Aiono Mr. Sisneros to prepare & submit order of 
revocation with findings of fact. (Oral Order) Aty for 
Govt: Henri Sisneros, AUSA, Aty for Dft: Delano S. 
Findlay, - Court Reporter: Reeve Butler Court Deputy: 
Michael R, Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw} 




SUMMONS Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono (asb) 
[Entry date 10/24/00] 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft not pres. Crt 
schedules: reset Sentencing for 1:20 11/20/2000 for Sorama 
Aiono COral Order) Aty for Govt: Bruce c. Lubeck, AUSA, 
Aty for Dft: Delano S. Findlay, . Court Reporter: Karen 
Murakami Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler Interpreter: 
None (mrw) [Entry date 11/20/00] 
11/20/00 115 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft not pr&s* Crt orders 
issuance of Bench Warrant Mr. Lubeck to prepare & submit 
order. (Oral Order) Aty for Govt: Bruce C. Lubeck, AUSA, 
Aty for Dft: Delano S. Findlay, - Court Reporter: Reeve 
Butler Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler Interpreter: None 
(mrw) [Entry date 11/21/00] 
11/20/00 116 
11/21/00 117 
BENCH WARRANT issued as to Sorama Aiono (tsi) 
[Entry date 11/21/00] 
ORDER as t:o Sorama Aiono for issuance of bench warrant as 
dft failed to appear for 11/20/00 hearing (follows oral 
order entered 11/20/00 > Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 
11/21/00. cc: atty NOTE: Bench warrant was issued 
11/20/00, doc no. 116 {ce) [Entry date 11/22/00] 
11/27/00 118 ARREST on Mag Cap (issued 9/26/97} WARRANT Returned 
Executed as to Sorama Aiono on 10/1/97 (ce) 
[Entry date 12/07/00] 
12/11/00 119 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft pres & in custody. Crt 
orders PSR update & schedules: reset Sentencing for 1:20 
12/15/2000 for Sorama Aiono Dft remanded to custody of 
12/13/00 120 
12/15/00 121 
USMS. (Oral Order) Aty for Govt: Bruce C. Lubeck, AUSA, 
Aty for Dft: Delano S. Findlay, . Court Reporter: Reeve 
Butler Court Deputy: Michael R- Weiler Interpreter: None 
tmrw) [Entry date 12/12/00] 
BENCH WARRANT Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono on 
12/11/00 (asb) {Entry date 12/13/00} 
ORDER as to Sorama Aiono nunc pro tunc on supervised 
release violation Set Sentencing for 1:20 12/15/00 for 
Sorama Aiono (follows oral order , Dft pres & in custody. 
Crt orders PSR update & schedules: entered 12/11/00) Signed 
by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 12/14/00 cc: atty (asb) 





Sentencing as to Sorama Aiono held. Dft pres & in 
custody. Stmt by dft's cnsl, govt, & dft. Crt adjudges: 
Sentence: Supervised release restored. Standard 
conditions of release. Special conditions of release: (1) 
not possess any controlled substances, (2) submit to random 
drug testing under copayment plan as directed by U.S. 
Probation, (3) maintain full-time verifiable employment 
&/or vocational/educational program leading to employment, 
(4) participate in drug aftercare treatment as directed by 
U.S. Probation, (5) reside at Cornell Community Treatment 
Center for 90 days or as otherwise ordered by the Crt, with 
release for employment, substance abuse treatment, £ 
religious observances. Curfew from 8:00 PM thru 6:00 AM, 
(6) maintain contact with U.S. Probation Office & attend 
all meetings & hearings as requested, (7) no change of 
residence without prior permission of the U.S. Probation 
Office, & (8) all previous conditions of supervised release 
including restitution requirement are in effect. U.S. 
Probation to arrange for defendant to enter halfway house & 
complete admission paperwork. Mr. Imbeck to prepare &. 
submit J&C on Revocation. Dft remanded to custody of USMS. 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Court Reporter: Reeve Butler 
Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw) 
[Entry date 12/19/00} 
AMENDED JUDGMENT: Sorama Aiono (2) count (s) 1, 2. Dft plead 
guilty to Counts I and II of the Indictment. Dft committed 
to BOP for 33 months. Supervised rise of 60 months. $200 
VAF. RESTITUTION of $10,274.00. AMENDED JUDGMENT ON 
SUPERVISED RLSE VIOL: supervised rise revoked. Dft placed 
on supervised rise for the duration and on the same terms 
and conditions as previously imposed as well as addtl 
conditions (as noted in the jgm) . Signed by Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins, 12/18/00. cc: atty (ce) [Entry date 02/01/01) 
Petition and order for Action on conditions of supervised 
release, amending conditions of supervision as to Sorama 
Aiono signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 2/15/01 cc:atty (ksj) 
[Entry date 02/16/01] 
Petition and order for action on cond of supervised rise 
for issuance of supervised rise violator's summons, Set 
Probation/Supervised Release Violation Hearing for 2:30 
3/7/01 for Bounthay Saysavanh as to Bounthay Saysavanh 
signed by Judge Bruce S- Jenkins 2/21/01 cc:atty {tsi) 
[Entry date 02/22/01] 
2/21/01 127 
2/22/01 126 
Conditions of Probation/Supervised Release as to Soraraa 
Aiono {tsi} [Entry date 02/22/01] 
Supervised Release SUMMONS issued for Bounthay Saysavanh 
re: petition on supervised release. Hearing set for 3/7/01 
at 2:30 p.m. before Magistrate Judge RNB. (tsi) 
[Entry date 02/22/01J 
3/5/01 128 
3/7/01 129 
SUMMONS Returned Executed as to Bounthay Saysavanh (tsi) 
[Entry date 03/06/01] 
Minute entry of Violation of Supervised Rls proceedings 
held before Judge Ronald N. Boyce as to Bounthay 
Saysavanh:Defendant present appearing on a summons. 
Allegations read, rights and penalties explained. Defendant 
requests counsel, Financial Affidavit submitted. Court will 
appoint the Federal Public Defenders office as counsel. 
Mark Kouris is present and accepts for the FPD's office 
Government does not request detention. Defendant neither 
admits/denies the allegations and waives the probable cause 
hearing. Counsel instructed to contact Judge Jenkins 
chambers for a hearing to resolve this matter (Oral 
Order) Aty for Govt: Henry Sisneros, Aty for Dft: Mark 
Kouris, pda. Court Reporter: Electronic Tape #: 2033 Log 
#: 725-950 Court Deputy: Trisha Little Interpreter: n/a (tl) 
[Entry date 03/07/01] 
3/7/01 130 CJA 23 FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT by Bounthay Saysavanh (tl) 
[Entry date 03/07/01} 
3/7/01 131 ORDER as to Bounthay Saysavanh Appointing Federal Public 
Defender Mark S- Kouris signed by Judge Ronald N. Boyce
 f 




NOTICE of Appearance for Bounthay Saysavanh by Attorney 
Mark S. Kouris, fpd (tsi) [Entry date 03/09/01) 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Bounthay Saysavanh : , Dft pres & in 
custody. Dft admits to allegation of petition. Crt 
recesses 2:10 PM, reconvenes 2:23 PM. Govt Exhibits 1,2,3 
are marked & received, Crt finds that Supervised Release 
has been violation & revokes supervised release. Crt 
schedules: set Sentencing for 1:20 3/30/2001 for 
Bounthay Saysavanh Mr. Lubeck to prepare & submit order of 
revocation with findings. (Oral Order) Aty for Govt: 
Bruce C. Lubeck, AUSA, Aty for Dft: Mark S. Kouris, FPD, 
Court Reporter; Reeve Butler Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler Interpreter: None fmrw) [Entry date 03/13/01] 
Govt Exhibits on Supervised Release Violation lodged on 
left-side of case record Re: Govt Exhibits 1, 2, & 3, as 
to Bounthay Saysavanh (mrw) [Entry date 03/13/01] 




release {follows oral order , Dft pres & in custody, Dft 
admits to allegation of petition. Crt recesses 2:10 PM, 
reconvenes 2:23 PH. Govt Exhibits 1,2,3 are marked & 
received. Crt finds that Supervised Release has been 
violation & revokes supervised release. Crt schedules: 
entered 3/12/01 } Sentencing update ordered and sentencing 
is scheduled for 3/30/01 at 1:20 p.m. before Judge BSJ, 
Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 3/13/01 cc: atty (tsi) 
[Entry date 03/14/01] 
Sentencing as to Bounthay Saysavanh held. Dft pres. Stmt 
by dft's cnsl, govt, £ dft. Crt adjudges: Sentence: 
Continues, dft on supervised release subject with all terms 
& conditions previously imposed. Additional condition that 
dft enter into arrangement with govt with a realistic jgrat 
placed on the record with periodic payment: with a realistic 
amount. Mr. Lubeck to prepare & submit order. Judge 
Bruce S. Jenkins Court Reporter: Reeve Butler Court 
Deputy: Michael R. Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw) 
[Entry date 04/02/011 
Conditions of Probation/Supervised Release as to Sorama 
Aiono (tsi) [Entry date 04/06/01] 
.AMENDED JUDGMENT: Bounthay Saysavanh (4) count(s) 1. Dft 
plead guilty to count 1 of the indictment. SENTENCED to BOP 
for a term of 24 Months. Supervised release for a term of 
36 Months. Restitution $10,274.00. VAF 100.00. AMENDED 
JUDGMENT The dfts sentence previously imposed on 2/27/98, 
is hereby reduced to time served. Supervised release for a 
term of 36 Months. Restitution $10,274.00. VAF $100.00. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT {Resentencing}: Previous order of 
supervised release is revoked. Dft placed on supervised 
release for a term of 36 months with the same conditions as 
previously ordered with the additional condition that dft 
enter into agreement w/USA for entry of jgm for the amt of 
restitution still owing and a periodic payment schedule. 
Dft is placed on supervised release Signed by Judge Bruce 
S. Jenkins 4/4/01 (tsi) [Entry date 04/09/01] 
8/9/01 138 AMENDED Petition and order for action on cond of sup rise 
£or issuance of sup rise violator's warrant as to Sorama 
Aiono signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 08/07/01 cc:atty (tsi) 
[Entry date 08/10/01] 
8/10/01 139 ARREST WARRANT issued as to Sorama Aiono (tsi) 
[Entry date 08/10/01] 
5/22/02 140 Probation/Supervised Release violation hearing as to Sorama 
Aiono held Defendant present and in custody. Allegations 
read, rights and penalties explained. Defendant requested 
the appointment of counsel. Financial Affidavit submitted. 
Court appointed CJA counsel, who as present and accepted 
the appointment. Defendant waived the probable cause 
hearing. Defendant neither admitted/denied the 
allegations. Court instructed counsel to see Judge 
Jenkins' chambers to set the matter for further proceedings 
and disposition. Government requested detention. Court 








the custody of the USM5- Judge Ronald N. Boyce. Govt: 
Leshxa Lee-Dixon, Dft: Delano Findlay. Court Reporter: 
Electronic, Tape #2265, Log #4332-4871 Court Deputy: 
Anndrea Bowers (asb) [Entry date 05/23/02] 
CJA 23 FINANCIAL AFFIDAVIT by Sorama Aiono (asb) 
(Entry date 05/23/02} 
CJA 20 as to Sorama Aiono : Appointment of Attorney Delano 
Findlay Appointed by Judge Ronald N, Boyce (asb) 
[Entry date 05/23/02] 
Substitution of Counsel. Terminated attorney Bruce C Lubeck 
for USA Added Richard D McKelvie (asb) [Entry date 05/23/02] 
ORDER OF TEMPORARY DETENTION pending viol s/r hrg as to 
Sorama Aiono { signed by Judge Ronald N. Boyce ) 5/22/02 
(asb) {Entry date 05/23/02] 
ARREST WARRANT Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono on 
5/22/02 (tsi) [Entry date 05/23/02] 
Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono ; , Dft pres & in custody. Dft 
admits to allegations 1, 2, 3, & 4 of the Petition. Crt 
finds that there has been a violation of supervised release 
k vadcates order of supervised release. Crt orders PSR. 
Crt schedules: set Sentencing for 1:20 6/5/2002 for 
Sorama Aiono Mr. McKelvie to prepare & submit order & 
finding of revocation. {Oral Order) Aty for Govt: Richard 
D» McKelvie, AUSA, Aty for Dft: Delano 5. Findlay, , 
Court Reporter: Reeve Butler Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw) [Entry date 05/31/02] 
ORDER as to Sorama Aiono, to revoke dft's supervised 
release, Set Sentencing re: petition for action on cond 
of sup rise for 1:20 6/5/02 for Sorama Aiono (follows oral 
order , Dft pres & in custody. Dft admits to allegations 
I, 2, 3, & 4 of the Petition. Crt finds that there has 
been a violation of supervised release & vadcates order of 
supervised release. Crt orders PSR. Crt schedules: entered 
5/31/02 } Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 05/31/02 cc: 
citty {tsi} [Entry date 06/03/02] 
6/5/02 147 Sentencing as to Sorama Aiono held re: viol of cond of 
supervised release terminated deadlines re: sentencing 
held 6/5/02 Violation of Supervised Release Hearing held 
by Judge S. Jenkins. Defendant present, in custody with 
counsel. Mr. Findlay makes a statement on behalf of the 
defendant re: allegations and sentencing guidelines. Court 
heard statement from government counsel as well as from 
defendant, SENTENCE: defendant committed to custody of BOP 
for 18 mos. Upon release, defendant to be placed on 
supervised release for 42 mos. Standard conditions of 
supervision apply. The following special conditions are 
imposed: 1} defendant shall maintain full-time verifiable 
employment or participate in academic or vocational 
development throughout the term of supervision; 2) 
defendant shall not use or possess any controlled 
substances including alcohol/ 3} defendant shall submit to 
requests for drug/alcohol testing as directed by the 
Probation Officer; 4) defendant shall participate in mental 
health counseling under a co-payment plan, as directed by 
the probation office. The court will recommend that 
defendant be placed in a facility with educational 
opportunities as well as drug/alcohol/mental health 
treatment, The court will also recommend credit for time 
served as well as recommend defendant be placed in a 
facility in So. California, Los Angeles area. Restitution 
is re-instated as previously imposed. The US Attorney to 
prepare a suggested form of judgment and submit it to the 
court for signature. Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Court Deputy: 
Cheryl L. Espinoza Court reporter: Reeve Butler- Veda 
Travis rep gov. Delano Findiay rep dft- James Furner PO (ce) 
[Entry date 06/05/02] 
6/17/02 148 ORDER as to Sorama Mono, to revoke supervised release per 
violation of supervised release, Set Sentencing for 1:20 
6/5/02 for Sorama Aiono Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 
06/12/02 cc: atty (tsi) [Entry date 06/18/02] 
6/21/02 149 AMENDED JUDGMENT: Sorama Aiono {2} count(s) 1, 2 . Dft 
plead guilty to Counts I and II of the Indictment. 
SENTENCE: Dft committed to BOP for 33 months. Supervised 
rise of 60 months. $200 VAF. RESTITUTION of $10,274.00. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON SUPERVISED RLSE VIOL: supervised rise 
revoked. Dft placed on supervised rise for the duration and 
on the same terms and conditions as previously imposed as 
well as addtl conditions (as noted in the jgm) . AMENDED 
JUDGMENT/RE-SENTENCING ON SUPERVISED RELEASE VIOLATION: 
Court finds dft violated special condition no. 3 and 
standard condition no. 2 of the conditions of supervised 
release. SENTENCE: Dft's supervised release is revoked. Dft 
is committed to the custody of BOP for a term of 18 months. 
Upon releasef dft to be placed under supervised release for 
a period of 42 months. No fine imposed. No VAF. Signed by-
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 06/20/02 {tsi) [Entry date 06/24/02] 
8/7/02 150 Stipulation by Bounthay Saysavanh, USA as to Bounthay 
Saysavanh stip re: installment payments as to dft 
Saysavanh (tsi) [Entry date 08/07/02} 
8/9/02 151 ORDER as to Bounthay Saysavanh granting [150-1] stipulation 
motion re: installment payments as to Bounthay Saysavanh 
<4) Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 08/09/02 cc: atty 
(tsi) [Entry date 08/13/02] 
9/9/03 152 Judgment Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono ; on 08/20/02 
to FCI Terminal Island at 1299 Seaside Avenue Terminal 
Island, CA 90731 (kvs) [Entry date 09/10/03] 
1/29/04 153 Stipulation by Aomalo Somoa Suesue, USA as to Aomalo Somoa 
Suesue for Installment Payment Order (asp) 
[Entry date 01/30/04] 
2/2/04 154 ORDER as to Aomalo Somoa Suesue granting [153-1] 
stipulation motion for Installment Payment Order as to 
Aomalo Somoa Suesue (3) Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 







Stipulation by Bounthay Saysavanh, USA as to Bounthay 
saysavanh for Installment Payment Order (asp) 
[Entry date 06/01/04] 
ORDER as to Bounthay Saysavanh granting [155-1] stipulation 
motion for Installment Payment Order as to Bounthay 
Saysavanh {4} Signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 5/28/04 
cc: atty (asp) [Entry date 06/01/04] 
Petition and order for action on conditions of supervised 
release modifying conditions of release as to Sorama 
Aiono signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 7/14/04 ccratty 
(asp) [Entry date 07/15/04J 
Petition and order for action on conditions of supervised 
release for issuance of a warrant as to Sorama Aiono 
signed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins 10/25/04 cc;atty (asp) 
[Entry date 10/26/04} 
ARREST WARRANT issued as to Sorama Aiono (asp) 
[Entry date 10/26/04] 
ARREST WARRANT Returned Executed as to Sorama Aiono on 




Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Brooke C. 
Wells *as to Sorama Aiono : Defendant present and in 
custody. Allegations read, rights and penalties explained. 
Defendant requests counsel. Financial Affidavit submitted. 
Court will appoint counsel. Defendant requests a probable 
cause hearing. Hearing is set for 11/3/04 at 10:30 a.m. 
before Judge Nuffer. Defendant is ordered detained pending 
the hearing and is remanded to custody of USMS , 
evidentiary/probable cause hearing 10:30 11/3/04 for 
Sorama Aiono before Judge Nuffer (Oral Order) Aty for 
Govt; Robert Lund, AUSA, Aty for Dft: Lee Rasmussen, CJA. 
Court Reporter: Electronic Tape No.: 158 Log No.: 
4007-4551 Court Deputy: alp Interpreter: n/a (alp) 
[Entry date 10/29/04] 
ORDER OF DETENTION as to Sorama Aiono Detention Hearing 
set for 10:30 11/3/04 for Sorama Aiono ( Signed by Judge 
Brooke C. Wells ) 10/27/04 (alp) [Entry date 10/29/04] 
CJA 20 as to Sorama Aiono : Appointment of Attorney Lee C. 
Rasmussen Appointed by Judge Brooke C. Wells (alp) 
[Entry date 10/29/04] 
11/3/04 164 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Nuffer as to 
Sorama Aiono. Dft present in custody w/cnsl* Dft waives 
the probable cause hearing. Cnsl instructed to contact 
Judge Jenkins chambers to obtain a hearing date. : 
(Oral Order) Aty for Govt: Richard McKelvie, Aty for Dft: 
Lee Rasmussen, cja. Court Reporter: electronic Tape No.: 
212 Log No.: 515 - 584 Court Deputy: Michelle Peart Imp) 
[Entry date 11/03/04] 
11/8/04 165 Minute entry of proceedings held before Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins as to Sorama Aiono : , Dft pres & in custody. Dft 
admits to allegation 1 of the Petition. Crt finds that 
supervised release has i>een violation & vacates supervised 
release. Crt schedules; set Sentencing re: supervised 
release violation set for 1:50 12/6/2004 for Sorama Aiono 
Mr. McKelvie to prepare & submit order with findings. Dft 
remanded to custody of USMS. {Oral Order} Aty for Govt: 
Richard D. McKelvie, AUSA, Aty for Dft: Lee C. Rasmussen, 
Court Reporter: Reeve Butler Court Deputy: Michael R. 
Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw) [Entry date 11/08/04] 
11/8/04 166 ORDER as to Sorama Aiono, to revoke supervised release, 
set Sentencing for 1:50 12/6/04 for Sorama Aiono (follows 
oral order, entered 11/8/04} ; Signed by Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins 11/8/04 cc: atty (asp) [Entry date 11/09/043 
12/6/04 167 Sentencing as to Sorama Aiono Violation of Supervised 
Release Hearing held hy Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Dft pres & 
in custody. Stmt by dft's cnsl, dft, & govt. Crt 
adjudges: Sentence: Assigned to custody of BOP for period 
of 7 mos. Supervised release of 27 mos. Standard 
conditions of release. Special conditions of release: (1) 
not use or possess any controlled substances or alcohol, 
(2) submit to random urinalysis, day or night, as directed 
by U.S. Prob Office, (3) maintain full-time verifiable 
employment &/or educational/vocational program, & (4) 
complete aftercare drug treatment program, as directed by 
U.S. Prob Office. Restitution to continue at rate of 
$50/mos, upon release from custody. Crt will recommend FCI 
with intensive drug treatment program. Mr. McKelvie to 
prepare & submit J&C. Dft remanded to custody of USMS 
Judge Bruce S. Jenkins Court Reporter: Reeve Butler 
Court Deputy: Michael R. Weiler Interpreter: None (mrw) 
[Entry date 12/07/04] 
AMENDED JUDGMENT: Sorama Aiono (2) count (s) 1, 2 . Dft 
plead guilty to Counts I and II of the Indictment. 
SENTENCE: Dft committed to BOP for 33 months. Supervised 
rise of 60 months. $200 VAF. RESTITUTION of $10,274.00. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT ON SUPERVISED RLSE VIOL: supervised rise 
revoked. Dft placed on, supervised rise for the duration and 
on the same terms and conditions as previously imposed as 
well as addtl conditions (as noted in the jgm) . AMENDED 
JUDGMENT/RE-SENTENCING ON SUPERVISED RELEASE VIOLATION: 
Court finds dft violated special condition no. 3 and 
standard condition no. 2 of the conditions of supervised 
release. SENTENCE: Dft's supervised release is revoked. Dft 
is committed to the custody of BOP for a term of 18 months. 
Upon release, dft to be placed under supervised release for 
a period of 42 months. No fine imposed. No VAF. AMENDED 
JGM:/Order of Sentence for Violation of Supervised Release: 
SENTENCE: Dft committed to the US BOP for 7 months ; Upon 
release dft placed on supervised release for 27 months ; 
$9120.04 restitution re-instated. Signed by Judge Bruce S. 
Jenkins 12/13/04 {asp} [Entry date 12/17/04] 
CJA 20 as to Sorama Aiono Authorization to Pay Lee 
12/15/04 168 
2/1/05 169 
Rasmussen ? 726.00 Voucher No. 050112000228 ( Signed by 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I personally mailerfby first class mail, postage prepaid, two (2) true and 
correct copies of the foregoing, on this f^J_ day of March, 2006, to: 
Martin N. Olsen 
Olsen & Olsen, L.L.C. 
8142 South State Street 
Second Floor 
Midvale, Utah 84047 
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